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 \let\myslideinframe\beamer@slideinframe%
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\newcommand{\MyOnSlide}[2]{%
 \ifnum\myslideinframe=#1%
   #2%
 \else%
   \phantom{#2}%
 \fi%
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\begin{document} 

%\embedfile{blue.pdf}

\begin{frame}
\transwipe \titlepage 
\end{frame}

\section*{Table of Contents} 
\begin{frame}
\transwipe \frametitle{Table of Contents} 
\tableofcontents
\end{frame}

\section{e-Articles and e-Books}

\begin{frame}
\transwipe<1>\frametitle{e-Articles and e-Books} 

We are talking about articles or books which are intended to be read from the computer screen and thus should exploit the opportunities provided by this new media.

\pause

We want them because

\begin{enumerate}[<+-| alert@+>] 
\item They are fast to publish;
\item They are cost effective for authors and readers;
\item Easy and wide distribution;
\item Freedom for authors: no size limit, no limit on appearance, graphics etc;

\item Freedom for users:  the reader always can magnify;

\item Most important:  you can have a host of features not available in the printed version.

\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

Drawback: e-articles are very seldom peer reviewed and thus considered as less worthy. \pause Hopefully tired of dictate of publishers who charge exorbitant fees from readers and pay nothing to authors and referees mathematical community will make the flight to the freedom.

\end{frame}

\section{Features: Reader perspective}
\begin{frame}
\transwipe<1>\frametitle{Features: reader perspective}

\begin{enumerate}[<+-| alert@+>]

\item Search:
\begin{enumerate}[<+-| alert@+>]
\item alphanumerics;
\item French [or German etc];
\item Russian [etc];
\item Japanese [etc] (not sure);
\item Math Formulae (this feature is under development);
\end{enumerate}

\item Copy and paste: (see above). Formulae = Graphics;

\item Navigation: 

\begin{enumerate}[<+-| alert@+>]
\item Follow links (internal and external);
\item Previous/Next view ;
\item Bookmarks;
\end{enumerate}

\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{How to read?}

So, how to read mathematical  e-articles effectively  ?
\pause
If e-article was prepared properly (using \alert{hyperref}) then every 
reference to the formula or citation becomes a clickable link. So if you read

\begin{center}
\fbox{Comparing formulae (1.13), (2.7) and (3.9) }
\end{center}

\medskip\pause
\begin{itemize}[<+-| alert@+>]
\item you can click on (1.13) and go there,
\item copy this formula as a graphics (on Adobe Reader 9 use Snapshot Tool),
\item paste into appropriate mixed graphics/text editor (f.e. TextEdit for Mac)
\item return to the original page using \emph{Previous View} button (you may need to enable it);
\item repeat with other formulae pasting outputs into the same document;
\item finally, compare these formulae (all this instead of actually writing down these formulae).
\end{itemize}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
However there is pdfviewer written by Mac \TeX\ people which fares even better. It is called \alert{Skim}, it is free but it is for MacOSX only (sorry, guys, we  get the skim of everything):

\begin{center}
\href{http://sourceforge.net/projects/skim-app/}{\color{blue}http://sourceforge.net/projects/skim-app/}
\end{center}
\pause

If your pointer hovers over link a little Spy Window opens previeweing the corresponding page, \pause you can Command-click on link and the window crystallizes on the screen, \pause and you can anchor it on the Spy Drawyer which can accommodate many such windows, \pause which can be reopened and resized.

\pause\medskip

On the other hand one can create pop-ups like \tooltip{this}{1} (works only in Acrobat Reader or Acrobat because only AR or AA understand javascript).
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{PDF browsers}

\begin{enumerate}[<+-| alert@+>] 

\item Adobe Reader 

\begin{enumerate}[<+-| alert@+>]  
\item Adobe Reader  9 (Mac OSX, Windows); 

\item Adobe Reader  8.1.2SU1 and 7.0.9 (Linux, Solaris); 

\item Adobe Reader 7.0.9 (AIX, HP-UX); 
\end{enumerate}

\item Skim (Mac OS X)

\item Apple Preview;

\item xpdf; find compiled MacOX (Intel) binaries at

\href{http://mactex-wiki.tug.org/wiki/images/2/20/Xpdf-3.02MacOSXintel_binaries.sit}{\color{blue}http://mactex-wiki.tug.org/wiki/images/2/20/Xpdf-3.02MacOSXintel\_binaries.sit}

\item kpdf (runs on Coxeter);

\item evince (runs on Coxeter);

\end{enumerate}

\end{frame}


\section{Features: Author perspective}

\begin{frame} \frametitle{Author perspective}

\begin{center}
{\bf\Huge\color{red}Warning!}
\end{center}
There are publishers which do not accept papers previously published on-line \pause
or request your assurance that you will not do it afterwards.

\pause
\begin{center}
{\Large \colorbox{black}{Screw}\ them!}
\end{center}
\end{frame}


\begin{frame}\frametitle{How to implement search}

To allow search you need to do only one thing: avoid old \TeX\ distributions. \pause 
As today TeX\ is actually pdftex and \LaTeX\ is actually pdflatex (but tex and latex commands produce dvi files), \pause just type

\medskip
\framebox{\begin{minipage}{0.75\linewidth}
\% pdflatex -v

pdfeTeX 3.141592-1.21a-2.2 (Web2C 7.5.4)

kpathsea version 3.5.4

\dots
\end{minipage}}

\medskip
\pause and this would be fine, but not earlier versions.
\pause still it would be much better to have a modern distribution

\medskip
\framebox{\begin{minipage}{0.75\linewidth}
\% pdflatex -v

pdfTeX 3.141592-1.40.8-2.2 (Web2C 7.5.6)

kpathsea version 3.5.6

\dots
\end{minipage}}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

However, if you want to create pdf document with non-ASCII characters (like French \`A,  German \"O or Swedish \AA) one may consider using {\color{magenta}cmap}. \pause 

\medskip
It is really needed if one wants to use non-Latin characters (like Russian Б or Г) you may need to want to use native input   {\color{magenta}[utf8]\{inputenc\}} and  {\color{magenta}[T1A]\{fontenc\}}. \pause Here [utf8] means Unicode-8 but one may use other encodings (but Unicode-8 is better)


\pause\medskip
The experimental package  {\color{magenta}mmap} tries to extend  {\color{magenta}cmap} to math expressions.


\end{frame}
\section{hyperref}
\begin{frame}\frametitle{hyperref}

This is a remarkable package. \pause Simply adding a line

{\color{magenta}$\backslash$usepackage\{hyperref\}}

to preamble \pause makes 
\begin{enumerate}[<+-| alert@+>] 
\item Makes references to formulae generated via 
{\color{brown}$\backslash\text{ref}\{XY\}$} or {\color{brown}$\backslash\text{pageref}\{XY\}$} clickable  and leading to the place of the corresponding {\color{brown}$\backslash\text{label}\{XY\}$};

\item The same with {\color{brown}$\backslash\text{cite}\{XY\}$}
and {\color{brown}$\backslash\text{bibitem}\{XY\}$};

\item Table of contents becomes clickable;

\item And index becomes clickable too;

\item One can add links to external files or URLs (weblinks);


\item Creates bookmarks;

\item And other cool stuff too;

\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{hyperref (continued)}

Over years hyperref evolved and many options became default, but for older versions you may switch them on:

 {\color{magenta}$\backslash$usepackage[pdftex,bookmarks,pdfnewwindow,plainpages=false, unicode]\{hyperref\} }  where 
\begin{enumerate}[<+->] 
\item   {\color{magenta}[pdftex]} says that we will use pdftex,
\item   {\color{magenta}bookmarks]} creates bookmarks,
\item   {\color{magenta}[plainpages=false]} asks to deal with logical pages rather than physical ones, 
\item   {\color{magenta}[pdfnewwindow]} tells pdf to open new files in new windows;
\item   {\color{magenta}[unicode]} tells to use Unicode-8 in bookmarks, required if your sections etc  contain non-Latin characters or

\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{hyperref (continued)}
\begin{enumerate}[<+->] \setcounter{enumi}{5}
\item mathematical expressions; then one should use 

{\color{brown}$\backslash$texorpdfstring\{Usual \TeX\ string\}\{for PDF\}\{XY\}}
\begin{itemize}[<+->] 
\item  where the second argument is a sanitized version (say Schroedinger instead of Scro$\backslash$"odinger) 
\item or the second string can contain special commands for Unicode symbols, defined in hyperref like {\color{brown}$\backslash$textAlpha} 
\item or one can define his/her own commands looking into Unicode table, but to make this the real fun PDF uses octal numbers rather than hex, 
\item and f.e.
$\le$ and $^{3/4}$ are special Unicode characters while  $^{7/228}$ is not Unicode character at all!
\end{itemize}
 \end{enumerate}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}[fragile]\frametitle{hyperref (continued)}

You may explore other options like  {\color{magenta}[backref]}

\pause or look to {\color{magenta}hypersetup}

\begin{verbatim}
\hypersetup{
colorlinks=true,
linkcolor=black,
citecolor=black,
urlcolor=blue,
pdfauthor={Victor Ivrii},
pdftitle={Microlocal Analysis and Sharp Spectral Asymptotics},
pdfsubject={Sharp Spectral Asymptotics},
pdfkeywords={Microlocal Analysis,  Sharp Spectral Asymptotics},
bookmarksdepth={4}
}
\end{verbatim}

which changes \alert{Document Properties}.
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}[plain]
\frametitle{Targetting external files}

To target external file you may use

\begin{center}
\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/}{\color{blue}{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/}}
\end{center}

\pause\medskip

To target some specific \alert<2>{physical  page in external pdf} file link should like this:
\begin{center}
\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/book.pdf\#Page=8}{\color{blue}{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/
\alert<2>{\#Page=8}}}
\end{center}
\pause
\medskip
and to target some specific anchors in external pdf file links should like this:
\begin{center}{\color{blue}
\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/book.pdf\#equation.0.8}{{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/book.pdf\alert<3>{\#equation.0.8}}}
\pause
\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/book.pdf\#page.viii}{{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/book.pdf\alert<4>{\#page.viii}}}}
\end{center}
where in this case equation.0.8 and page.viii are names of these anchors.

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{Targetting external files}
Package hyperref places anchors in pdf file at equations, theorems, sections, tops of the pages etc - any place where some \alert<1,2>{counter} naturally increases 
(I used this package in IRO6.tex).
\pause But how we know what is the name of the anchor? Apart of guessing 
\alert<2>{anchor = counter.countervalue} \pause there is an easy way: creating paper IRO7 before loading \alert<3>{hyperref} package I loaded \alert<3>{xr-hyper}:

{\color{magenta}$\backslash$usepackage\{xr-hyper\} }

\pause
and also put in preamble

{\color{magenta}$\backslash$externaldocument[IRO6-]\{IRO6\} [http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/IRO6.pdf]}

\pause and placed IRO6.aux in the same directory as the file I was creating.

\end{frame}



\begin{frame}
Then {\color{brown}$\backslash$ref\{IRO6-0-8\}} where 0-8 was the name of the label I used in IRO6.tex produced \href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/IRO6.pdf\#equation.0.8}{\color{red}4.8} \pause which is the correct number of the equation in IRO6 and also a clickable link, leading to specific place in  remote IRO6.pdf.

\pause

Further, if all these anchors are not enough for you, you can add an anchor anywhere by the command

{\color{brown}$\backslash$hypertarget\{anchorname\}\{some text, may be empty\}}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\begin{center}
\href{file:./TeX_Talk_4B.pdf}{\color{blue}\fbox{Second part of the talk}}
\end{center}
\end{frame}


\end{document}
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e-Articles and e-Books


We are talking about articles or books which are intended to
be read from the computer screen and thus should exploit
the opportunities provided by this new media.


We want them because


1 They are fast to publish;
2 They are cost effective for authors and readers;
3 Easy and wide distribution;
4 Freedom for authors: no size limit, no limit on


appearance, graphics etc;
5 Freedom for users: the reader always can magnify;
6 Most important: you can have a host of features not


available in the printed version.
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publishers who charge exorbitant fees from readers and pay
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Features: reader perspective


1 Search:


1 alphanumerics;
2 French [or German etc];
3 Russian [etc];
4 Japanese [etc] (not sure);
5 Math Formulae (this feature is under development);


2 Copy and paste: (see above). Formulae = Graphics;
3 Navigation:
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scarab4swf.swf

Media File (application/x-shockwave-flash)
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Figure: javascript animation: needs animate. Reguires Adobe
Reader
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U3D models


(knot.u3d)


Figure: Produced by Maple + JavaView, converted to u3d by
Meshlab, needs movie15. One needs Adobe Reader to see this
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javascript form


Form on the next page also created with LATEX but requires
Acrobat to activate javascript calculating value and to
“Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader” (in AA 8) or to
“Extend Features in Adobe Reader” to (in AA 9) enable AR
to save filled form.







Name: Title: Signature:


Expense categories: Amount Tax Code G/L Acct.


Airfare bought in Canada (to Canada or US) i6 84 010


Airfare other i0 84 010


Accommodation in Canada ie 84 020


Accommodation outside Canada i0 84 020


Allowances per diem in Canada i6 84 030


Allowances per diem outside Canada i0 84 030


Allowances kms × 84 040


Railway in Canada 84 050


Subtotal


Less accountable advance


Total Refund:
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Notes and Comments


This note is produced by LATEX with raw pdfcode insertion
is produced by



My note

This note is produced by LaTeX with raw pdfcode insertion
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Notes and Comments


This note is produced by LATEX with raw pdfcode insertion
is produced by


This note is produced by LATEX with cooltooltips



My note

This note is produced by LaTeX with raw pdfcode insertion



http://www.ctan.org/

Example

This note is produced by LaTeX with cooltooltips
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attachfile, attachfile2, embedfile


Pdf documents can have attachments. Attachments could
be documents of any nature: Adobe Reader does not need
to know how to handle them: your OS should know this.


One can attach them with LATEX attachfile (superseded by
attachfile2) package. There is also embedfile. Embedded file
by default is not connected to any annotation in the parent
document and are referred by their name while attached
fileis referred by the page it is attached and annotation
number (starting from 0):
/P 5


/A 3
means annotation 4 at page 6
Both attachfile2) and embedfile) are part of the oberdiek
bundle.
No other pdf browser but Adobe Reader can see
attachments. However pdftk can extract them.



http://www.pdftk.org
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means annotation 4 at page 6


Both attachfile2) and embedfile) are part of the oberdiek
bundle.
No other pdf browser but Adobe Reader can see
attachments. However pdftk can extract them.
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\pdfminorversion=5
\pdfcompresslevel=9
\pdfobjcompresslevel=2

\documentclass{beamer}

\usetheme{Marburg}
\useinnertheme{rounded}
%\usecolortheme{crane}
\usefonttheme{structuresmallcapsserif}

\usepackage{fp}
\usepackage{animate}

\usepackage{xr-hyper}
\usepackage{attachfile2}
\usepackage[filename=A-extra/source-crop,movetips]{fancytooltips}
%\usepackage{zref-abspage}
\usepackage{embedfile}
\renewcommand{\arraystretch}{1.4}

\usepackage{colortbl}

\usepackage{array}

\makeatletter%
\let\myslideinframe\beamer@slideinframe%
\makeatother%
\newcommand{\MyOnSlide}[2]{%
\ifnum\myslideinframe=#1%
  #2%
\else%
  \phantom{#2}%
\fi%
}

\usepackage{soul}
\usepackage{cooltooltips}

\usepackage{fancybox}

\usepackage[absolute,overlay]{textpos}
\usepackage{pgflibraryarrows}
\usepackage{tikz}

\usepackage[3D]{movie15}

\usepackage{amssymb}
\usepackage{pdfpages}

\hypersetup{
pdfauthor={Victor Ivrii},
pdftitle={e-Articles, e-Books,  and e-Talks too},
pdfsubject={e-publishing},
pdfkeywords={\LaTeX, pdf, hyperref, xr-hyper, beamer},
}

\newcommand{\curve}[1]{% 
 \begin{tikzpicture}[domain=-3.6:3.6]
 \clip (-6,-7) rectangle (6,7);
\draw[very thin,color=blue] (-4.2,-6.1) grid (4.2,6.29);
\draw[->] (-4.3,0) -- (4.3,0) node[right] {$x$};
\draw[->] (0,-6.2) -- (0,6.2) node[above] {$f(x)$};
\draw[ultra thick,color=blue] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{x*x*x - 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=red] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{-x*x*x + 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle (#1*0.14cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-0.5}cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-1}cm);
\end{tikzpicture}
}

\newcounter{param}
\setcounter{param}{-30}

\setlength{\TPHorizModule}{\the\paperwidth}  %defines unit length for textpos

\newcommand<>{\makegrid}[0]{
\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0) % width of block, origin at top left corner of page
{
\begin{tikzpicture}[color=blue!40!black!30,very thin]
\draw[step=.5cm,draw opacity=.5] (0,0) grid (\the\paperwidth,\the\paperheight);
\foreach \x in {1,2,...,12}
 \draw[text=black] (\x,.15) node {\footnotesize \x};
\foreach \y in {1,2,...,9}
 \draw[text=black] (.2,\y) node {\footnotesize \y};
\end{tikzpicture}  }
\end{textblock}
}

\newcommand{\btx}{\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0)}
\newcommand{\etx}{\end{textblock}}

\font\rus=wncyr10 at 12pt
\font\bigrus=wncyr10 at 14pt
\font\Bigrus=wncyb10 at 14pt
\def\'{\char'176}
\def\j{\char'032}

\title[e-Publishing]{e-Articles, e-Books, \\ and e-Talks too\\ Part II. Fun with pdf} 
\author{Victor Ivrii}
\institute{Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto}
\date{\today} 

\definecolor{light}{rgb}{1,1,0.9}
\beamersetaveragebackground{light}

\begin{document} 

\embedfile{blue.pdf}

\begin{frame}
\transwipe \titlepage 
\end{frame}

\section*{Table of Contents} 
\begin{frame}
\transwipe \frametitle{Table of Contents} 
\tableofcontents
\end{frame}

\section{\LaTeX\ rulez!}
\begin{frame}

Using {\color{magenta}pdfpages} one can include in pdf files pages from other
pdf documents, including few pages on one, but links are broken after (so use gs or Acrobat if possible instead)

\end{frame}


{
\setbeamercolor{background canvas}{bg=}
\includepdf[pages=1-12,nup=4x3,frame=true, delta=10 10]{TeX_Talk_4A.pdf}
}

\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{Movies}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
controls,
text=(movie),
%url,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{scarab4swf.swf}
\movieref{moviet}{} 
\movieref[
]{thisland}{}
\caption{Movie, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}. One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}

\end{frame}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript animation}
\begin{figure}
\centering
\begin{animateinline}[width=0.6\linewidth,autoplay,controls,poster=last,loop]{10}%
 \curve{\theparam}%
 \whiledo{\theparam<30}{%
   \newframe%
   \addtocounter{param}{10}%
   \curve{\theparam}%
   }
\end{animateinline}%
\caption{javascript animation:  needs {\color{magenta}animate}. Reguires Adobe Reader}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{U3D models}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
label=knot,
toolbar,
text=(knot.u3d),
3Droo=28,
3Dc2c=1 -1 1,
3Dbg=1 1 1,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{knot.u3d}
\movieref[
3Dviewindex=N
]{knot}{} 
\movieref[
3Dcalculate=60
]{knot}{}
\caption{Produced by Maple + JavaView, converted to u3d by Meshlab, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}.  One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript form}

Form on the next page also created with \LaTeX\ but requires Acrobat to activate javascript calculating value and to ``Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader'' (in AA 8) or to ``Extend Features in Adobe Reader'' to (in AA 9) enable AR to save filled form.

\end{frame}
\begin{frame}[plain]

\begin{Form}
\begin{tabular*}{\textwidth}{llllll}

\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=300,align=0,height=15pt,width=100pt,name=s10]{Name:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,align=0,height=15pt,width=40pt,name=s11]{Title:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{Signature:\ \hrulefill\hrulefill\hrulefill}\\
\end{tabular*}

\begin{tabular}{|l|r|l|l|}
\hline
Expense categories: &Amount &Tax Code &G/L Acct.\\
\hline
Airfare bought in Canada (to Canada or US) &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a1]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Airfare other &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a2]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Accommodation in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a3]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}ie &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Accommodation outside Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a4]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem in Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a5]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem outside  Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a6]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances kms $\times$  {\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=b7]{}}}&{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a7]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_040

\\
\hline
Railway in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a8]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_050
\\
\hline
Subtotal  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=subtotal,
calculate={AFSimple_Calculate("SUM" , new Array ( "a1", "a2", "a3", "a4", "a5", "a6", "a7", "a8", "a9" ) ;)},
]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Less accountable advance &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=advance]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Total Refund:  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=total]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}\\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{Form}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}[fragile]\frametitle{Notes and Comments}

 This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with raw pdfcode insertion\  
\pdfannot 
height 1cm
{
/Subtype /Text 
/Open true 
/T (My note)
/C [1 0 0]
/Contents %
(This note is produced by  LaTeX with raw pdfcode insertion)
/Name /Comment
}
\qquad is produced by

\bigskip 

\pause
\MyOnSlide{2}{
\cooltooltip
[0 0 1]
{Example}
{This note is produced by LaTeX  with cooltooltips}
{http://www.ctan.org/}{Visit CTAN on the Web}
{This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with {\color{magenta}cooltooltips} \strut}}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

\tooltip{And this popup was produced by \LaTeX\  with {\color{magenta}fancytooltips}}{1} \tooltip{and this popup was also produced by \LaTeX\  with {\color{magenta}fancytooltips}}{2} 

It is not a pdf Note and it powered by Javascript

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{attachfile, attachfile2, embedfile}
Pdf documents can have \alert{attachments}. Attachments could be documents of any nature: Adobe Reader does not need to know how to handle them: your OS should know this. \pause 

One can attach them with \LaTeX\ {\color{magenta}attachfile} (superseded by  {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) package. \pause There is also  {\color{magenta}embedfile}. Embedded file by default is not connected to any \alert{annotation} in the parent document and are referred by their name while attached fileis  referred by the page it is attached and annotation number (starting from 0):

/P 5

\qquad /A 3

means annotation 4 at page 6 

\pause

Both {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) and {\color{magenta}embedfile})    are part of the {\color{magenta}oberdiek} bundle.

\pause

No other pdf browser but Adobe Reader can see attachments. \pause However 
\href{http://www.pdftk.org}{\color{blue}pdftk} can extract them. 

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{attached and embedded files}

One can attach or embed  \textattachfile{TeX_Talk_4B.tex}{\color{blue}\TeX\ Source} 

\medskip

or any other document, including pdf \attachfile[annotname=ye, color=0 0 1]{yellow.pdf}

\pause\medskip

However if attached or embedded file is another pdf document Acrobat handles it internally. Then one can make a family of embedded files: main file, its children and grandchildren with the usual family terminology (parents, grandparents, siblings, uncles, nephews).

\pause \medskip
One can refer to any specific place in any family member 

\medskip
\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode 
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [1 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
   /N <\pdfescapehex{blue.pdf}>
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{blue}Blue File, Page 2}\pdfendlink}

\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode %%% NOTHING BEFORE NEXT LINE
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [2 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
    /P 20
   /A 1 
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{red}Yellow File, Page 3}\pdfendlink}

but it required raw pdf command inserted or to use package {\color{magenta}hypgotoe}.
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{PDF Collections}

Adobe PDF-1.7 (for Acrobat Reader or Adobe Acrobat 8) introduced a new file format called \alert{Collections} or \alert{Packages} or \alert{Portfolios}.

\pause
\medskip
It contains few files (of any nature) embedded into pdf; one of these files is set as an \alert{initial view} is called \alert{Cover Sheet}.

\begin{center}
\href{file:/Users/ivrii/Talks/TeX_4/Collection.pdf}{\color{blue} Collection produced with embedfile}
\end{center}





\end{frame}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{Actual TexT}

In Adobe Reader copy buffer is very different from appearance (not working with other pdf viewers)

\begin{center}
\bgroup
     \lccode`!=`\\
     \lowercase{\gdef\esc{!!}}
   \egroup
   
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     /Span <<
      /ActualText (complete failure)
     >>
     BDC
   }
 great achievement
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     EMC
   }
\end{center}
\end{frame}

\section{Adobe Acrobatics}\transwipe<1> 
\begin{frame}\transwipe<1>\frametitle{Adobe Acrobatics}

Let us discuss pdf and Adobe Reader and Adobe Acrobat Pro.
\pause There are also Acrobat Standard (less powerful than Pro) and Acrobat Pro Extended 9 (both Windows only).

\medskip
\pause Every time Adobe releases new versions of Acrobat and Reader it releases new PDF Reference and pdf specifications. \pause Current Adobe software comes with version 9 (Mac \& Windows) and pdf reference is 1.8. \pause If you open pdf file with text editor, the first line is 

\medskip
\%PDF-1.5

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{Messing up with PDF}

After PDF file is produced can one edit them? \pause Surely, if one has Acrobat, \pause especially with some of third party plug-ins, such as Enfocus PitStop, \pause
or instead of Acrobat at least some third-party tools, some free, some inexpensive.\ \pause Acrobat costs a lot, but educational license for it in our
Information Commons is cheap.

\medskip
\pause
Since it is not an Acrobat tutorial I mention only few things.
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \alert<1,2>{Changing Document properties}\ such as author, title, etc.
One should know that no matter how file is called, and what is the title or the author of the paper, PDF document has it is own data and it is either empty or weird.\pause\ Use \alert<2>{File $\blacktriangleright$ Document Properties} and select panel 
\alert<2>{Description}.

\pause
Using {\color{brown}$\backslash$hypersetup} in preamble of your \LaTeX\ source you can specify many properties of the final pdf file.
\pause

\item \alert<4>{Changing Document Security} is also in Document Properties. You can restrict what the reader with Acrobat can do with your document. You can set \alert<3>{passwords} of different levels.

\pause

\item You can also \alert{Sign} and \alert{Certify} your document.

\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

With Acrobat you can \alert<1>{modify document in many different ways}.

Further, with Acrobat 7 and above you can also  \alert<2>{enable  Adobe Reader 7  to do certain modifications with a given document and save them}. 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Select menu \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Typewriter $\blacktriangleright$ Enable Typewriter Tool \dots} and save this document. 
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menu \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Typewriter}. 

\pause
\item  Select menu \alert{Comments $\blacktriangleright$ Enable for Commenting and Analysis in Adobe Reader \dots} and save this document.
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menus \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Comment \& Markup} and \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Measuring } (plus typywriter). 

\pause
\item Acrobat 8, 9 can do even more: Select menu \alert{Advanced $\blacktriangleright$ Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader} (in AA 8)
or 
 \alert{Advanced $\blacktriangleright$ Extend Feature in Adobe Reader} (in AA 9)
and save this document. Opening it in Adobe Reader 8, 9 and even 7 one can save filled forms (plus all above).

\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}


\begin{frame}\frametitle{Reading out loudly}
Adobe Reader can read loudly pdf files. \pause With Acrobat one can specify which part of the file should be read. \pause

Acrobat 8 and especially 9 are way better than 7.

\pause

\alert{ActualText} changes Copy buffer. One can set AR to read what is in this buffer instead of what is seen (say, Mister instead of Mr. or properly read some mathematical notations).

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{Digital bastards}

There are still floating around many ps files (produced by old dvips) which look well in gv (GhostView) \pause but converted to pdf with \alert{ps2pdf} or \alert{epstopdf} look awful and often lack text layer or it is completely scvrewed up. 

\medskip\pause One of the reason may be that pk (bitmap) fonts were used; \pause then one can fix ps files before conversion by \alert{pkfix}.

\medskip\pause Other files could be converted properly with Adobe Distiller (part of Acrobat distribution).


\end{frame}


\section{Paper derelicts}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{Paper derelicts}
\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Paper derelicts}
You have an old paper, \pause I mean \alert<2>{paper}, and you want to digitalize it. How?\pause

\begin{enumerate} 
\item You can \alert<3>{scan it into any graphics format}, like jpg and pdf;  Acrobat can do it for you, but it is better to use dedicated scanning software. 
\pause If your scanner has ADF (Automatic Document Feeder) you can batch scan 20--30 pages. \pause Correct setting of scanning parameters are \alert<5>{crucial}. 

\pause

\item But \alert<6>{after scanning} you can \alert<5>{clean} it, removing specles, many shadows, slightly turn pages laying them properly, crop pages. Acrobat can do it for you in different regimes.

\pause

\item Then you may \alert<7>{OCR} (OCR $=$ Optical Caracter Recognition) producing PDF file where text is a text while formulae remain as a graphics.  Acrobat can do it for you too.

\end{enumerate}

\end{frame}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{djvu}

However, there is another format similar to PDF, with lesser functionality, but giving smaller files.  It is called \alert<1>{djvu}.

\pause 
Look at my old book I digitalized
\begin{center}
\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/LNM1100.djvu}{\color{blue}{my old book in djvu format}} 
\end{center}
\pause
To browse this paper you need djvu plug-in or viewer. Get them for free from
\begin{center}
\href{http://www.lizardtech.com/}{\color{blue}http://www.lizardtech.com} (Mac, Windows)
\end{center}

\pause
or viewers but not plugins from

\begin{center}
\href{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}{\color{blue}http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}

\href{http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}{\color{blue}http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}  

(for many platforms, viewer is called \alert<4>{djview})

\end{center}

\pause

\alert{evince} could be compiled to serve as djvu and pdf viewer.

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

However  an encoder (also from LizardTech) is expensive and not for all platforms.

\pause Fortunately, \alert<2>{basic encoders  are free}. You can get them (or sources to compile) from

\begin{center}
\href{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}{\color{blue}http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}

\href{http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}{\color{blue}hhttp://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}  

\end{center}

\pause
There is also \alert<3>{free online encoder with Latin-based OCR}

\begin{center}
\href{http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/}{\color{blue}http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/} 
\end{center}
\pause\medskip
\begin{center}
\href{file:./TeX_Talk_4C.pdf}{\color{blue}\fbox{Third part of the talk}}
\end{center}

\end{frame}


\end{document}
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\pdfminorversion=5
\pdfcompresslevel=9
\pdfobjcompresslevel=2

\documentclass{beamer}

\usetheme{Marburg}
\useinnertheme{rounded}
%\usecolortheme{crane}
\usefonttheme{structuresmallcapsserif}

\usepackage{fp}
\usepackage{animate}

\usepackage{xr-hyper}
\usepackage{attachfile2}
\usepackage[filename=A-extra/source-crop,movetips]{fancytooltips}
%\usepackage{zref-abspage}
\usepackage{embedfile}
\renewcommand{\arraystretch}{1.4}

\usepackage{colortbl}

\usepackage{array}

\makeatletter%
\let\myslideinframe\beamer@slideinframe%
\makeatother%
\newcommand{\MyOnSlide}[2]{%
\ifnum\myslideinframe=#1%
  #2%
\else%
  \phantom{#2}%
\fi%
}

\usepackage{soul}
\usepackage{cooltooltips}

\usepackage{fancybox}

\usepackage[absolute,overlay]{textpos}
\usepackage{pgflibraryarrows}
\usepackage{tikz}

\usepackage[3D]{movie15}

\usepackage{amssymb}
\usepackage{pdfpages}

\hypersetup{
pdfauthor={Victor Ivrii},
pdftitle={e-Articles, e-Books,  and e-Talks too},
pdfsubject={e-publishing},
pdfkeywords={\LaTeX, pdf, hyperref, xr-hyper, beamer},
}

\newcommand{\curve}[1]{% 
 \begin{tikzpicture}[domain=-3.6:3.6]
 \clip (-6,-7) rectangle (6,7);
\draw[very thin,color=blue] (-4.2,-6.1) grid (4.2,6.29);
\draw[->] (-4.3,0) -- (4.3,0) node[right] {$x$};
\draw[->] (0,-6.2) -- (0,6.2) node[above] {$f(x)$};
\draw[ultra thick,color=blue] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{x*x*x - 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=red] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{-x*x*x + 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle (#1*0.14cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-0.5}cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-1}cm);
\end{tikzpicture}
}

\newcounter{param}
\setcounter{param}{-30}

\setlength{\TPHorizModule}{\the\paperwidth}  %defines unit length for textpos

\newcommand<>{\makegrid}[0]{
\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0) % width of block, origin at top left corner of page
{
\begin{tikzpicture}[color=blue!40!black!30,very thin]
\draw[step=.5cm,draw opacity=.5] (0,0) grid (\the\paperwidth,\the\paperheight);
\foreach \x in {1,2,...,12}
 \draw[text=black] (\x,.15) node {\footnotesize \x};
\foreach \y in {1,2,...,9}
 \draw[text=black] (.2,\y) node {\footnotesize \y};
\end{tikzpicture}  }
\end{textblock}
}

\newcommand{\btx}{\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0)}
\newcommand{\etx}{\end{textblock}}

\font\rus=wncyr10 at 12pt
\font\bigrus=wncyr10 at 14pt
\font\Bigrus=wncyb10 at 14pt
\def\'{\char'176}
\def\j{\char'032}

\title[e-Publishing]{e-Articles, e-Books, \\ and e-Talks too\\ Part II. Fun with pdf} 
\author{Victor Ivrii}
\institute{Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto}
\date{\today} 

\definecolor{light}{rgb}{1,1,0.9}
\beamersetaveragebackground{light}

\begin{document} 

\embedfile{blue.pdf}

\begin{frame}
\transwipe \titlepage 
\end{frame}

\section*{Table of Contents} 
\begin{frame}
\transwipe \frametitle{Table of Contents} 
\tableofcontents
\end{frame}

\section{\LaTeX\ rulez!}
\begin{frame}

Using {\color{magenta}pdfpages} one can include in pdf files pages from other
pdf documents, including few pages on one, but links are broken after (so use gs or Acrobat if possible instead)

\end{frame}


{
\setbeamercolor{background canvas}{bg=}
\includepdf[pages=1-12,nup=4x3,frame=true, delta=10 10]{TeX_Talk_4A.pdf}
}

\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{Movies}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
controls,
text=(movie),
%url,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{scarab4swf.swf}
\movieref{moviet}{} 
\movieref[
]{thisland}{}
\caption{Movie, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}. One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}

\end{frame}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript animation}
\begin{figure}
\centering
\begin{animateinline}[width=0.6\linewidth,autoplay,controls,poster=last,loop]{10}%
 \curve{\theparam}%
 \whiledo{\theparam<30}{%
   \newframe%
   \addtocounter{param}{10}%
   \curve{\theparam}%
   }
\end{animateinline}%
\caption{javascript animation:  needs {\color{magenta}animate}. Reguires Adobe Reader}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{U3D models}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
label=knot,
toolbar,
text=(knot.u3d),
3Droo=28,
3Dc2c=1 -1 1,
3Dbg=1 1 1,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{knot.u3d}
\movieref[
3Dviewindex=N
]{knot}{} 
\movieref[
3Dcalculate=60
]{knot}{}
\caption{Produced by Maple + JavaView, converted to u3d by Meshlab, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}.  One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript form}

Form on the next page also created with \LaTeX\ but requires Acrobat to activate javascript calculating value and to ``Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader'' (in AA 8) or to ``Extend Features in Adobe Reader'' to (in AA 9) enable AR to save filled form.

\end{frame}
\begin{frame}[plain]

\begin{Form}
\begin{tabular*}{\textwidth}{llllll}

\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=300,align=0,height=15pt,width=100pt,name=s10]{Name:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,align=0,height=15pt,width=40pt,name=s11]{Title:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{Signature:\ \hrulefill\hrulefill\hrulefill}\\
\end{tabular*}

\begin{tabular}{|l|r|l|l|}
\hline
Expense categories: &Amount &Tax Code &G/L Acct.\\
\hline
Airfare bought in Canada (to Canada or US) &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a1]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Airfare other &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a2]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Accommodation in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a3]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}ie &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Accommodation outside Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a4]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem in Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a5]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem outside  Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a6]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances kms $\times$  {\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=b7]{}}}&{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a7]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_040

\\
\hline
Railway in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a8]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_050
\\
\hline
Subtotal  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=subtotal,
calculate={AFSimple_Calculate("SUM" , new Array ( "a1", "a2", "a3", "a4", "a5", "a6", "a7", "a8", "a9" ) ;)},
]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Less accountable advance &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=advance]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Total Refund:  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=total]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}\\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{Form}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}[fragile]\frametitle{Notes and Comments}

 This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with raw pdfcode insertion\  
\pdfannot 
height 1cm
{
/Subtype /Text 
/Open true 
/T (My note)
/C [1 0 0]
/Contents %
(This note is produced by  LaTeX with raw pdfcode insertion)
/Name /Comment
}
\qquad is produced by

\bigskip 

\pause
\MyOnSlide{2}{
\cooltooltip
[0 0 1]
{Example}
{This note is produced by LaTeX  with cooltooltips}
{http://www.ctan.org/}{Visit CTAN on the Web}
{This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with {\color{magenta}cooltooltips} \strut}}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

\tooltip{And this popup was produced by \LaTeX\  with {\color{magenta}fancytooltips}}{1} \tooltip{and this popup was also produced by \LaTeX\  with {\color{magenta}fancytooltips}}{2} 

It is not a pdf Note and it powered by Javascript

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{attachfile, attachfile2, embedfile}
Pdf documents can have \alert{attachments}. Attachments could be documents of any nature: Adobe Reader does not need to know how to handle them: your OS should know this. \pause 

One can attach them with \LaTeX\ {\color{magenta}attachfile} (superseded by  {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) package. \pause There is also  {\color{magenta}embedfile}. Embedded file by default is not connected to any \alert{annotation} in the parent document and are referred by their name while attached fileis  referred by the page it is attached and annotation number (starting from 0):

/P 5

\qquad /A 3

means annotation 4 at page 6 

\pause

Both {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) and {\color{magenta}embedfile})    are part of the {\color{magenta}oberdiek} bundle.

\pause

No other pdf browser but Adobe Reader can see attachments. \pause However 
\href{http://www.pdftk.org}{\color{blue}pdftk} can extract them. 

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{attached and embedded files}

One can attach or embed  \textattachfile{TeX_Talk_4B.tex}{\color{blue}\TeX\ Source} 

\medskip

or any other document, including pdf \attachfile[annotname=ye, color=0 0 1]{yellow.pdf}

\pause\medskip

However if attached or embedded file is another pdf document Acrobat handles it internally. Then one can make a family of embedded files: main file, its children and grandchildren with the usual family terminology (parents, grandparents, siblings, uncles, nephews).

\pause \medskip
One can refer to any specific place in any family member 

\medskip
\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode 
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [1 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
   /N <\pdfescapehex{blue.pdf}>
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{blue}Blue File, Page 2}\pdfendlink}

\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode %%% NOTHING BEFORE NEXT LINE
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [2 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
    /P 20
   /A 1 
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{red}Yellow File, Page 3}\pdfendlink}

but it required raw pdf command inserted or to use package {\color{magenta}hypgotoe}.
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{PDF Collections}

Adobe PDF-1.7 (for Acrobat Reader or Adobe Acrobat 8) introduced a new file format called \alert{Collections} or \alert{Packages} or \alert{Portfolios}.

\pause
\medskip
It contains few files (of any nature) embedded into pdf; one of these files is set as an \alert{initial view} is called \alert{Cover Sheet}.

\begin{center}
\href{file:/Users/ivrii/Talks/TeX_4/Collection.pdf}{\color{blue} Collection produced with embedfile}
\end{center}





\end{frame}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{Actual TexT}

In Adobe Reader copy buffer is very different from appearance (not working with other pdf viewers)

\begin{center}
\bgroup
     \lccode`!=`\\
     \lowercase{\gdef\esc{!!}}
   \egroup
   
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     /Span <<
      /ActualText (complete failure)
     >>
     BDC
   }
 great achievement
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     EMC
   }
\end{center}
\end{frame}

\section{Adobe Acrobatics}\transwipe<1> 
\begin{frame}\transwipe<1>\frametitle{Adobe Acrobatics}

Let us discuss pdf and Adobe Reader and Adobe Acrobat Pro.
\pause There are also Acrobat Standard (less powerful than Pro) and Acrobat Pro Extended 9 (both Windows only).

\medskip
\pause Every time Adobe releases new versions of Acrobat and Reader it releases new PDF Reference and pdf specifications. \pause Current Adobe software comes with version 9 (Mac \& Windows) and pdf reference is 1.8. \pause If you open pdf file with text editor, the first line is 

\medskip
\%PDF-1.5

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{Messing up with PDF}

After PDF file is produced can one edit them? \pause Surely, if one has Acrobat, \pause especially with some of third party plug-ins, such as Enfocus PitStop, \pause
or instead of Acrobat at least some third-party tools, some free, some inexpensive.\ \pause Acrobat costs a lot, but educational license for it in our
Information Commons is cheap.

\medskip
\pause
Since it is not an Acrobat tutorial I mention only few things.
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \alert<1,2>{Changing Document properties}\ such as author, title, etc.
One should know that no matter how file is called, and what is the title or the author of the paper, PDF document has it is own data and it is either empty or weird.\pause\ Use \alert<2>{File $\blacktriangleright$ Document Properties} and select panel 
\alert<2>{Description}.

\pause
Using {\color{brown}$\backslash$hypersetup} in preamble of your \LaTeX\ source you can specify many properties of the final pdf file.
\pause

\item \alert<4>{Changing Document Security} is also in Document Properties. You can restrict what the reader with Acrobat can do with your document. You can set \alert<3>{passwords} of different levels.

\pause

\item You can also \alert{Sign} and \alert{Certify} your document.

\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

With Acrobat you can \alert<1>{modify document in many different ways}.

Further, with Acrobat 7 and above you can also  \alert<2>{enable  Adobe Reader 7  to do certain modifications with a given document and save them}. 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Select menu \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Typewriter $\blacktriangleright$ Enable Typewriter Tool \dots} and save this document. 
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menu \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Typewriter}. 

\pause
\item  Select menu \alert{Comments $\blacktriangleright$ Enable for Commenting and Analysis in Adobe Reader \dots} and save this document.
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menus \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Comment \& Markup} and \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Measuring } (plus typywriter). 

\pause
\item Acrobat 8, 9 can do even more: Select menu \alert{Advanced $\blacktriangleright$ Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader} (in AA 8)
or 
 \alert{Advanced $\blacktriangleright$ Extend Feature in Adobe Reader} (in AA 9)
and save this document. Opening it in Adobe Reader 8, 9 and even 7 one can save filled forms (plus all above).

\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}


\begin{frame}\frametitle{Reading out loudly}
Adobe Reader can read loudly pdf files. \pause With Acrobat one can specify which part of the file should be read. \pause

Acrobat 8 and especially 9 are way better than 7.

\pause

\alert{ActualText} changes Copy buffer. One can set AR to read what is in this buffer instead of what is seen (say, Mister instead of Mr. or properly read some mathematical notations).

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{Digital bastards}

There are still floating around many ps files (produced by old dvips) which look well in gv (GhostView) \pause but converted to pdf with \alert{ps2pdf} or \alert{epstopdf} look awful and often lack text layer or it is completely scvrewed up. 

\medskip\pause One of the reason may be that pk (bitmap) fonts were used; \pause then one can fix ps files before conversion by \alert{pkfix}.

\medskip\pause Other files could be converted properly with Adobe Distiller (part of Acrobat distribution).


\end{frame}


\section{Paper derelicts}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{Paper derelicts}
\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Paper derelicts}
You have an old paper, \pause I mean \alert<2>{paper}, and you want to digitalize it. How?\pause

\begin{enumerate} 
\item You can \alert<3>{scan it into any graphics format}, like jpg and pdf;  Acrobat can do it for you, but it is better to use dedicated scanning software. 
\pause If your scanner has ADF (Automatic Document Feeder) you can batch scan 20--30 pages. \pause Correct setting of scanning parameters are \alert<5>{crucial}. 

\pause

\item But \alert<6>{after scanning} you can \alert<5>{clean} it, removing specles, many shadows, slightly turn pages laying them properly, crop pages. Acrobat can do it for you in different regimes.

\pause

\item Then you may \alert<7>{OCR} (OCR $=$ Optical Caracter Recognition) producing PDF file where text is a text while formulae remain as a graphics.  Acrobat can do it for you too.

\end{enumerate}

\end{frame}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{djvu}

However, there is another format similar to PDF, with lesser functionality, but giving smaller files.  It is called \alert<1>{djvu}.

\pause 
Look at my old book I digitalized
\begin{center}
\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/LNM1100.djvu}{\color{blue}{my old book in djvu format}} 
\end{center}
\pause
To browse this paper you need djvu plug-in or viewer. Get them for free from
\begin{center}
\href{http://www.lizardtech.com/}{\color{blue}http://www.lizardtech.com} (Mac, Windows)
\end{center}

\pause
or viewers but not plugins from

\begin{center}
\href{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}{\color{blue}http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}

\href{http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}{\color{blue}http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}  

(for many platforms, viewer is called \alert<4>{djview})

\end{center}

\pause

\alert{evince} could be compiled to serve as djvu and pdf viewer.

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

However  an encoder (also from LizardTech) is expensive and not for all platforms.

\pause Fortunately, \alert<2>{basic encoders  are free}. You can get them (or sources to compile) from

\begin{center}
\href{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}{\color{blue}http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}

\href{http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}{\color{blue}hhttp://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}  

\end{center}

\pause
There is also \alert<3>{free online encoder with Latin-based OCR}

\begin{center}
\href{http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/}{\color{blue}http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/} 
\end{center}
\pause\medskip
\begin{center}
\href{file:./TeX_Talk_4C.pdf}{\color{blue}\fbox{Third part of the talk}}
\end{center}

\end{frame}


\end{document}
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Yellow File, Page 3
but it required raw pdf command inserted or to use package
hypgotoe.





\pdfminorversion=5
\pdfcompresslevel=9
\pdfobjcompresslevel=2

\documentclass{beamer}

\usetheme{Marburg}
\useinnertheme{rounded}
%\usecolortheme{crane}
\usefonttheme{structuresmallcapsserif}

\usepackage{fp}
\usepackage{animate}

\usepackage{xr-hyper}
\usepackage{attachfile2}
\usepackage[filename=A-extra/source-crop,movetips]{fancytooltips}
%\usepackage{zref-abspage}
\usepackage{embedfile}
\renewcommand{\arraystretch}{1.4}

\usepackage{colortbl}

\usepackage{array}

\makeatletter%
\let\myslideinframe\beamer@slideinframe%
\makeatother%
\newcommand{\MyOnSlide}[2]{%
\ifnum\myslideinframe=#1%
  #2%
\else%
  \phantom{#2}%
\fi%
}

\usepackage{soul}
\usepackage{cooltooltips}

\usepackage{fancybox}

\usepackage[absolute,overlay]{textpos}
\usepackage{pgflibraryarrows}
\usepackage{tikz}

\usepackage[3D]{movie15}

\usepackage{amssymb}
\usepackage{pdfpages}

\hypersetup{
pdfauthor={Victor Ivrii},
pdftitle={e-Articles, e-Books,  and e-Talks too},
pdfsubject={e-publishing},
pdfkeywords={\LaTeX, pdf, hyperref, xr-hyper, beamer},
}

\newcommand{\curve}[1]{% 
 \begin{tikzpicture}[domain=-3.6:3.6]
 \clip (-6,-7) rectangle (6,7);
\draw[very thin,color=blue] (-4.2,-6.1) grid (4.2,6.29);
\draw[->] (-4.3,0) -- (4.3,0) node[right] {$x$};
\draw[->] (0,-6.2) -- (0,6.2) node[above] {$f(x)$};
\draw[ultra thick,color=blue] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{x*x*x - 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=red] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{-x*x*x + 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle (#1*0.14cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-0.5}cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-1}cm);
\end{tikzpicture}
}

\newcounter{param}
\setcounter{param}{-30}

\setlength{\TPHorizModule}{\the\paperwidth}  %defines unit length for textpos

\newcommand<>{\makegrid}[0]{
\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0) % width of block, origin at top left corner of page
{
\begin{tikzpicture}[color=blue!40!black!30,very thin]
\draw[step=.5cm,draw opacity=.5] (0,0) grid (\the\paperwidth,\the\paperheight);
\foreach \x in {1,2,...,12}
 \draw[text=black] (\x,.15) node {\footnotesize \x};
\foreach \y in {1,2,...,9}
 \draw[text=black] (.2,\y) node {\footnotesize \y};
\end{tikzpicture}  }
\end{textblock}
}

\newcommand{\btx}{\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0)}
\newcommand{\etx}{\end{textblock}}

\font\rus=wncyr10 at 12pt
\font\bigrus=wncyr10 at 14pt
\font\Bigrus=wncyb10 at 14pt
\def\'{\char'176}
\def\j{\char'032}

\title[e-Publishing]{e-Articles, e-Books, \\ and e-Talks too\\ Part II. Fun with pdf} 
\author{Victor Ivrii}
\institute{Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto}
\date{\today} 

\definecolor{light}{rgb}{1,1,0.9}
\beamersetaveragebackground{light}

\begin{document} 

\embedfile{blue.pdf}

\begin{frame}
\transwipe \titlepage 
\end{frame}

\section*{Table of Contents} 
\begin{frame}
\transwipe \frametitle{Table of Contents} 
\tableofcontents
\end{frame}

\section{\LaTeX\ rulez!}
\begin{frame}

Using {\color{magenta}pdfpages} one can include in pdf files pages from other
pdf documents, including few pages on one, but links are broken after (so use gs or Acrobat if possible instead)

\end{frame}


{
\setbeamercolor{background canvas}{bg=}
\includepdf[pages=1-12,nup=4x3,frame=true, delta=10 10]{TeX_Talk_4A.pdf}
}

\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{Movies}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
controls,
text=(movie),
%url,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{scarab4swf.swf}
\movieref{moviet}{} 
\movieref[
]{thisland}{}
\caption{Movie, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}. One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}

\end{frame}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript animation}
\begin{figure}
\centering
\begin{animateinline}[width=0.6\linewidth,autoplay,controls,poster=last,loop]{10}%
 \curve{\theparam}%
 \whiledo{\theparam<30}{%
   \newframe%
   \addtocounter{param}{10}%
   \curve{\theparam}%
   }
\end{animateinline}%
\caption{javascript animation:  needs {\color{magenta}animate}. Reguires Adobe Reader}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{U3D models}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
label=knot,
toolbar,
text=(knot.u3d),
3Droo=28,
3Dc2c=1 -1 1,
3Dbg=1 1 1,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{knot.u3d}
\movieref[
3Dviewindex=N
]{knot}{} 
\movieref[
3Dcalculate=60
]{knot}{}
\caption{Produced by Maple + JavaView, converted to u3d by Meshlab, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}.  One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript form}

Form on the next page also created with \LaTeX\ but requires Acrobat to activate javascript calculating value and to ``Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader'' (in AA 8) or to ``Extend Features in Adobe Reader'' to (in AA 9) enable AR to save filled form.

\end{frame}
\begin{frame}[plain]

\begin{Form}
\begin{tabular*}{\textwidth}{llllll}

\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=300,align=0,height=15pt,width=100pt,name=s10]{Name:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,align=0,height=15pt,width=40pt,name=s11]{Title:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{Signature:\ \hrulefill\hrulefill\hrulefill}\\
\end{tabular*}

\begin{tabular}{|l|r|l|l|}
\hline
Expense categories: &Amount &Tax Code &G/L Acct.\\
\hline
Airfare bought in Canada (to Canada or US) &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a1]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Airfare other &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a2]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Accommodation in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a3]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}ie &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Accommodation outside Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a4]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem in Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a5]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem outside  Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a6]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances kms $\times$  {\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=b7]{}}}&{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a7]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_040

\\
\hline
Railway in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a8]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_050
\\
\hline
Subtotal  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=subtotal,
calculate={AFSimple_Calculate("SUM" , new Array ( "a1", "a2", "a3", "a4", "a5", "a6", "a7", "a8", "a9" ) ;)},
]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Less accountable advance &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=advance]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Total Refund:  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=total]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}\\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{Form}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}[fragile]\frametitle{Notes and Comments}

 This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with raw pdfcode insertion\  
\pdfannot 
height 1cm
{
/Subtype /Text 
/Open true 
/T (My note)
/C [1 0 0]
/Contents %
(This note is produced by  LaTeX with raw pdfcode insertion)
/Name /Comment
}
\qquad is produced by

\bigskip 

\pause
\MyOnSlide{2}{
\cooltooltip
[0 0 1]
{Example}
{This note is produced by LaTeX  with cooltooltips}
{http://www.ctan.org/}{Visit CTAN on the Web}
{This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with {\color{magenta}cooltooltips} \strut}}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

\tooltip{And this popup was produced by \LaTeX\  with {\color{magenta}fancytooltips}}{1} \tooltip{and this popup was also produced by \LaTeX\  with {\color{magenta}fancytooltips}}{2} 

It is not a pdf Note and it powered by Javascript

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{attachfile, attachfile2, embedfile}
Pdf documents can have \alert{attachments}. Attachments could be documents of any nature: Adobe Reader does not need to know how to handle them: your OS should know this. \pause 

One can attach them with \LaTeX\ {\color{magenta}attachfile} (superseded by  {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) package. \pause There is also  {\color{magenta}embedfile}. Embedded file by default is not connected to any \alert{annotation} in the parent document and are referred by their name while attached fileis  referred by the page it is attached and annotation number (starting from 0):

/P 5

\qquad /A 3

means annotation 4 at page 6 

\pause

Both {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) and {\color{magenta}embedfile})    are part of the {\color{magenta}oberdiek} bundle.

\pause

No other pdf browser but Adobe Reader can see attachments. \pause However 
\href{http://www.pdftk.org}{\color{blue}pdftk} can extract them. 

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{attached and embedded files}

One can attach or embed  \textattachfile{TeX_Talk_4B.tex}{\color{blue}\TeX\ Source} 

\medskip

or any other document, including pdf \attachfile[annotname=ye, color=0 0 1]{yellow.pdf}

\pause\medskip

However if attached or embedded file is another pdf document Acrobat handles it internally. Then one can make a family of embedded files: main file, its children and grandchildren with the usual family terminology (parents, grandparents, siblings, uncles, nephews).

\pause \medskip
One can refer to any specific place in any family member 

\medskip
\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode 
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [1 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
   /N <\pdfescapehex{blue.pdf}>
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{blue}Blue File, Page 2}\pdfendlink}

\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode %%% NOTHING BEFORE NEXT LINE
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [2 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
    /P 20
   /A 1 
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{red}Yellow File, Page 3}\pdfendlink}

but it required raw pdf command inserted or to use package {\color{magenta}hypgotoe}.
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{PDF Collections}

Adobe PDF-1.7 (for Acrobat Reader or Adobe Acrobat 8) introduced a new file format called \alert{Collections} or \alert{Packages} or \alert{Portfolios}.

\pause
\medskip
It contains few files (of any nature) embedded into pdf; one of these files is set as an \alert{initial view} is called \alert{Cover Sheet}.

\begin{center}
\href{file:/Users/ivrii/Talks/TeX_4/Collection.pdf}{\color{blue} Collection produced with embedfile}
\end{center}





\end{frame}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{Actual TexT}

In Adobe Reader copy buffer is very different from appearance (not working with other pdf viewers)

\begin{center}
\bgroup
     \lccode`!=`\\
     \lowercase{\gdef\esc{!!}}
   \egroup
   
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     /Span <<
      /ActualText (complete failure)
     >>
     BDC
   }
 great achievement
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     EMC
   }
\end{center}
\end{frame}

\section{Adobe Acrobatics}\transwipe<1> 
\begin{frame}\transwipe<1>\frametitle{Adobe Acrobatics}

Let us discuss pdf and Adobe Reader and Adobe Acrobat Pro.
\pause There are also Acrobat Standard (less powerful than Pro) and Acrobat Pro Extended 9 (both Windows only).

\medskip
\pause Every time Adobe releases new versions of Acrobat and Reader it releases new PDF Reference and pdf specifications. \pause Current Adobe software comes with version 9 (Mac \& Windows) and pdf reference is 1.8. \pause If you open pdf file with text editor, the first line is 

\medskip
\%PDF-1.5

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{Messing up with PDF}

After PDF file is produced can one edit them? \pause Surely, if one has Acrobat, \pause especially with some of third party plug-ins, such as Enfocus PitStop, \pause
or instead of Acrobat at least some third-party tools, some free, some inexpensive.\ \pause Acrobat costs a lot, but educational license for it in our
Information Commons is cheap.

\medskip
\pause
Since it is not an Acrobat tutorial I mention only few things.
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \alert<1,2>{Changing Document properties}\ such as author, title, etc.
One should know that no matter how file is called, and what is the title or the author of the paper, PDF document has it is own data and it is either empty or weird.\pause\ Use \alert<2>{File $\blacktriangleright$ Document Properties} and select panel 
\alert<2>{Description}.

\pause
Using {\color{brown}$\backslash$hypersetup} in preamble of your \LaTeX\ source you can specify many properties of the final pdf file.
\pause

\item \alert<4>{Changing Document Security} is also in Document Properties. You can restrict what the reader with Acrobat can do with your document. You can set \alert<3>{passwords} of different levels.

\pause

\item You can also \alert{Sign} and \alert{Certify} your document.

\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

With Acrobat you can \alert<1>{modify document in many different ways}.

Further, with Acrobat 7 and above you can also  \alert<2>{enable  Adobe Reader 7  to do certain modifications with a given document and save them}. 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Select menu \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Typewriter $\blacktriangleright$ Enable Typewriter Tool \dots} and save this document. 
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menu \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Typewriter}. 

\pause
\item  Select menu \alert{Comments $\blacktriangleright$ Enable for Commenting and Analysis in Adobe Reader \dots} and save this document.
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menus \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Comment \& Markup} and \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Measuring } (plus typywriter). 

\pause
\item Acrobat 8, 9 can do even more: Select menu \alert{Advanced $\blacktriangleright$ Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader} (in AA 8)
or 
 \alert{Advanced $\blacktriangleright$ Extend Feature in Adobe Reader} (in AA 9)
and save this document. Opening it in Adobe Reader 8, 9 and even 7 one can save filled forms (plus all above).

\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}


\begin{frame}\frametitle{Reading out loudly}
Adobe Reader can read loudly pdf files. \pause With Acrobat one can specify which part of the file should be read. \pause

Acrobat 8 and especially 9 are way better than 7.

\pause

\alert{ActualText} changes Copy buffer. One can set AR to read what is in this buffer instead of what is seen (say, Mister instead of Mr. or properly read some mathematical notations).

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{Digital bastards}

There are still floating around many ps files (produced by old dvips) which look well in gv (GhostView) \pause but converted to pdf with \alert{ps2pdf} or \alert{epstopdf} look awful and often lack text layer or it is completely scvrewed up. 

\medskip\pause One of the reason may be that pk (bitmap) fonts were used; \pause then one can fix ps files before conversion by \alert{pkfix}.

\medskip\pause Other files could be converted properly with Adobe Distiller (part of Acrobat distribution).


\end{frame}


\section{Paper derelicts}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{Paper derelicts}
\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Paper derelicts}
You have an old paper, \pause I mean \alert<2>{paper}, and you want to digitalize it. How?\pause

\begin{enumerate} 
\item You can \alert<3>{scan it into any graphics format}, like jpg and pdf;  Acrobat can do it for you, but it is better to use dedicated scanning software. 
\pause If your scanner has ADF (Automatic Document Feeder) you can batch scan 20--30 pages. \pause Correct setting of scanning parameters are \alert<5>{crucial}. 

\pause

\item But \alert<6>{after scanning} you can \alert<5>{clean} it, removing specles, many shadows, slightly turn pages laying them properly, crop pages. Acrobat can do it for you in different regimes.

\pause

\item Then you may \alert<7>{OCR} (OCR $=$ Optical Caracter Recognition) producing PDF file where text is a text while formulae remain as a graphics.  Acrobat can do it for you too.

\end{enumerate}

\end{frame}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{djvu}

However, there is another format similar to PDF, with lesser functionality, but giving smaller files.  It is called \alert<1>{djvu}.

\pause 
Look at my old book I digitalized
\begin{center}
\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/LNM1100.djvu}{\color{blue}{my old book in djvu format}} 
\end{center}
\pause
To browse this paper you need djvu plug-in or viewer. Get them for free from
\begin{center}
\href{http://www.lizardtech.com/}{\color{blue}http://www.lizardtech.com} (Mac, Windows)
\end{center}

\pause
or viewers but not plugins from

\begin{center}
\href{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}{\color{blue}http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}

\href{http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}{\color{blue}http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}  

(for many platforms, viewer is called \alert<4>{djview})

\end{center}

\pause

\alert{evince} could be compiled to serve as djvu and pdf viewer.

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

However  an encoder (also from LizardTech) is expensive and not for all platforms.

\pause Fortunately, \alert<2>{basic encoders  are free}. You can get them (or sources to compile) from

\begin{center}
\href{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}{\color{blue}http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}

\href{http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}{\color{blue}hhttp://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}  

\end{center}

\pause
There is also \alert<3>{free online encoder with Latin-based OCR}

\begin{center}
\href{http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/}{\color{blue}http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/} 
\end{center}
\pause\medskip
\begin{center}
\href{file:./TeX_Talk_4C.pdf}{\color{blue}\fbox{Third part of the talk}}
\end{center}

\end{frame}


\end{document}
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Use File I Document Properties and select panel
Description.
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can specify many properties of the final pdf file.


2 Changing Document Security is also in Document
Properties. You can restrict what the reader with
Acrobat can do with your document. You can set
passwords of different levels.


3 You can also Sign and Certify your document.
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Properties. You can restrict what the reader with
Acrobat can do with your document. You can set
passwords of different levels.


3 You can also Sign and Certify your document.
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With Acrobat you can modify document in many different
ways.
Further, with Acrobat 7 and above you can also enable
Adobe Reader 7 to do certain modifications with a given
document and save them.


1 Select menu Tools I Typewriter I Enable Typewriter
Tool . . . and save this document. Opening it in Adobe
Reader 7 one will get new menu Tools I Typewriter.


2 Select menu Comments I Enable for Commenting and
Analysis in Adobe Reader . . . and save this document.
Opening it in Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menus
Tools I Comment & Markup and Tools I Measuring
(plus typywriter).


3 Acrobat 8, 9 can do even more: Select menu Advanced
I Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader (in AA 8) or
Advanced I Extend Feature in Adobe Reader (in AA 9)
and save this document. Opening it in Adobe Reader 8,
9 and even 7 one can save filled forms (plus all above).
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Reading out loudly


Adobe Reader can read loudly pdf files.


With Acrobat one
can specify which part of the file should be read.
Acrobat 8 and especially 9 are way better than 7.
ActualText changes Copy buffer. One can set AR to read
what is in this buffer instead of what is seen (say, Mister
instead of Mr. or properly read some mathematical
notations).
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Digital bastards


There are still floating around many ps files (produced by old
dvips) which look well in gv (GhostView)


but converted to
pdf with ps2pdf or epstopdf look awful and often lack text
layer or it is completely scvrewed up.


One of the reason may be that pk (bitmap) fonts were used;
then one can fix ps files before conversion by pkfix.


Other files could be converted properly with Adobe Distiller
(part of Acrobat distribution).
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Paper derelicts


You have an old paper,


I mean paper, and you want to
digitalize it. How?


1 You can scan it into any graphics format, like jpg and
pdf; Acrobat can do it for you, but it is better to use
dedicated scanning software. If your scanner has ADF
(Automatic Document Feeder) you can batch scan
20–30 pages. Correct setting of scanning parameters
are crucial.


2 But after scanning you can clean it, removing specles,
many shadows, slightly turn pages laying them properly,
crop pages. Acrobat can do it for you in different
regimes.


3 Then you may OCR (OCR = Optical Caracter
Recognition) producing PDF file where text is a text
while formulae remain as a graphics. Acrobat can do it
for you too.
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djvu


However, there is another format similar to PDF, with lesser
functionality, but giving smaller files. It is called djvu.


Look at my old book I digitalized


my old book in djvu format


To browse this paper you need djvu plug-in or viewer. Get
them for free from


http://www.lizardtech.com (Mac, Windows)


or viewers but not plugins from


http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org
http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/


(for many platforms, viewer is called djview)


evince could be compiled to serve as djvu and pdf viewer.



http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/LNM1100.djvu

http://www.lizardtech.com/

http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org

http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/
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However an encoder (also from LizardTech) is expensive and
not for all platforms.


Fortunately, basic encoders are free. You can get them (or
sources to compile) from


http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org
hhttp://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/


There is also free online encoder with Latin-based OCR


http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/


Third part of the talk



http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org

http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/

http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/
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e-Talks


I will talk about e-Talks based on pdf files and LATEX to generate
them,


leaving out of consideration


Apple Keynote (Mac OSX),


Micro$oft Power Point (Mac OSX and Windows)


Magic Point http://member.wide.ad.jp/wg/mgp/ for X11
windows (Linux, Mac OSX, etc)


because they are platform oriented and two first are not free.
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What are e-Talks?


e-Talks are talks which are supposed to be shown with the help of
data-projector,


or at least seen in the full-screen mode.


e-Talks are different from e-Articles and from slides made for
overhead projectors because of completely different screen format
and because e-Talks provide much more opportunities than the
latter.


One must remember however that most of data-projectors have
either native 800× 600 (SVGA) or 1024× 768 (XGA) resolution,
and thus the talk must be prepared using large and robust fonts.
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Beamer & Powerdot


Luckily LATEX special styles or classes take care of this.


Currently far the most powerful and respected package is beamer
and the second one (IMHO, on a large distance, is powerdot)


beamer has been installed on coxeter.


Idea of both packages are Dynamic pages (frame in beamer),
consisting from few slides, showing frame in its development.


In frames below command \pause separates different phases of the
build-up.
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There are three clickable Navigation Panels in the document
produced by beamer (with beamertheme Copenhagen):


Top-left, showing sections,


Top-right, showing subsections inside of the given section


Bottom-right, replacing AR navigation panel (which is not
available in full-screen mode.)
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Customizing beamer presentations


Loading different


(main) themes,


color (themes),


font (themes),


inner (themes)


outer (themes)


one can produce very differently looking presentations.
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Truly Annoying


Using too much


colors or/and transitions you can really make your
talk


Truly Annoying!!!
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Further Details


beamer can generate handout consisting only of final slides:


use
\documentclass[handout]{beamer}


For further details


RTFM = Read The Friendly Manual


or look at my talk (will be given separately)


http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/TeX Talk 3.php
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Remarks


Beamer and other dedicated LATEX packages automatically select
robust fonts which is not the case with the other presentation
software.


One of the reasons here is that good looking formulae
could be produced only in TEX.However if such formulae are
produced externally and then exported into M$PP or Apple
Keynote, LATEX usually does not know that the formulae are for
on-screen presentation, and uses standard fonts, including
mathitalic which is very fragile.
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Microsoft Power


less


Point has, however, a bunch of special
problems:


It does not understand that the background of equation is (by
the default) transparent and imports it as white. As the result
equations are surrounded by ugly white boxes (unless page
background is aslso white).


LaTeX produced text is imported as graphics.


It does not understand vector graphics and translates it into
bitmap, which poorly scales and rotates. As a result geometric
objects (including straight lines) do not look right.


Mathematician should neither write papers using M$ Word,
nor make talks using M$PP.
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One should be aware that because beamer loads many packages
automatically and renews many commands, it is incompatible with
certain packages, f.e. mathtools, enumitem, zref.
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Conclusion


Let us summarize:


Combination Adobe Reader1 and LATEX provides an excellent
opportunity for e-Articles, e-Books, e-Talks;


To take a full advantage the reader should get the best
possible software;


The author should spend some time making a proper
electronic version of e-Article or e-Book;


e-Talk must be prepared as e-Talk from the very beginning.


Fourth part of the talk


1or Adobe Acrobat if you have it
Victor Ivrii e-Publishing
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htlatex


How one can display mathematics on the Web?


Among
many answers I pick up only few, answering another
question: having .tex source how one can create web pages
out of it?
The reason is simple: mathematics is written normally in
TEX, and one should be able to reuse the .tex source.
htlatex (aka TeX4ht) is the answer. While it is some part of
TEX distribution and uses TEX, htlatex has its own binaries,
documentclasses, matching to those of LATEX, and fonts.
In its standard use:


%: htlatex foo



http://www.cse.ohio-state.edu/~gurari/TeX4ht/
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htlatex replaces most of the formulae by .png images,


first
using TEX to produce .dvi files, then converting them to .ps
files by dvips and finally converting the latter to .png images
using ImageMagick.
One needs to have a contemporary version of ImageMagick
since it needs to understand a command like


%: convert -trim +repage -density 110x110 -transparent
’#FFFFFF’ zzfoo.ps foo8x.png


Apart of binaries htlatex has many classes like article.4ht
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One needs to have a contemporary version of ImageMagick
since it needs to understand a command like


%: convert -trim +repage -density 110x110 -transparent
’#FFFFFF’ zzfoo.ps foo8x.png


Apart of binaries htlatex has many classes like article.4ht
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Slidy


There is more stanning presentation generated from my
Talk 5,


(partially) manually converted first to powerdot class
(beamer is too difficult to implement) and then run by a
command


%: htlatex Talk 5 ”xhtml”


and then powered by w3 development Slidy:
http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Experimental/


Slidy is using Javascript.



http://www.w3.org/Talks/Tools/Slidy/

http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Experimental/
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jsMath


Another way to display mathematical formulae on the web is
via jsMath which works in two different ways:


it uses True
Type TEX-fonts if they are installed in the client computer;
otherwise it uses premaid high quality png images.
There is again my Talk 5, from the same TeX-source and
the run by command


%: htlatex foo ”xhtml, jsmath” ” -cmozhtf”


and then powered by jsMath and by Slidy (because it was a
talk, otherwise one should use jsMath alone):
http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Experimental2/



http://www.math.union.edu/~dpvc/jsMath/welcome.html

http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Experimental2/
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MathMl


Yet another way would be to use MathMl.


There is again my Talk 5, from the same TeX-source and
the run by command


%: mzlatex Talk 5C ”html,xht”


and then powered by Slidy (because it was a talk, otherwise
one should use MathMl alone):
http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Experimental3/
(mzlatex is a sidekick of htlatex)
However, in contrast to web presentations before, MathMl
relies upon browser ability to parse MathMl (.xht files); most
of the browsers do not parse MathMl and even those which
do often parse it improperly. I do not believe that MathMl is
ready for a prime time.



http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Experimental3/
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books.google.com


In Part II I discussed paper derelicts in djvu format. However
there are different attempts.


Consider
http://books.google.com


It was done from the scan as well. However they make a lot
of “see what is not here” errors: try to find iivrii and get
‖∇R‖.



http://books.google.com
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amazon.com


Consider
http://amazon.com


and find ivrii here; select


Microlocal Analysis. . .


which has Search Inside indication. This looks good: one
can not only search but according to Amazon even to make
notes on-line Oops! They show only some pages. Complete
access is only as a bonus to the customers who by the paper
book and not free.
I wanted to investigate with Springer - if I get my fair share
of this. Apparently not.



http://amazon.com

http://www.amazon.com/Microlocal-Analysis-Asymptotics-Monographs-Mathematics/dp/3540627804/sr=1-1/qid=1164275717/ref=sr_1_1/002-5245574-5627225?ie=UTF8&s=books
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Wiki


Different wiki, in particular


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/


became very popular.


Many of my colleagues use it for
teaching and reseach communications. Since it my talk I feel
free to point out my wiki for this year course


http://weyl.math.toronto.edu/wiki1750


but to show how it works let us consider last year class


http://weyl.math.toronto.edu/jwiki



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page

http://weyl.math.toronto.edu/wiki1750

http://weyl.math.toronto.edu/jwiki
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TEX everywhere!


One can see that mathematics allows limited number of TEX
commands and the formulae are transformed into png files
like in htlatex in xhtml mode.


There are plenty of extensions for wiki, I use a few of them


There are (or at least appeared for a while) TEX and LATEX
parsers for bulletin boards and blogs


http://www.forkosh.com/mimetex.html


makes available mimetex and its sucessor mathtex with
plugins
chatters, like Adium for Mac OSX have LATEX plugin,
Pidgin (former Gaim) for Windows and Linux also has LATEX
plugin.
Neat Firefox extension ¡alert¿GreaseMonkey¡/alert¿ powers
TeX the world



http://www.forkosh.com/mimetex.html

http://www.adiumx.com/

http://www.adiumxtras.com/index.php?a=xtras&xtra_id=5577

http://pidgin.im/

http://sourceforge.net/projects/pidgin-latex/

http://sourceforge.net/projects/pidgin-latex/

http://thewe.net/tex/
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e-Articles and e-Books



We are talking about articles or books which are intended to
be read from the computer screen and thus should exploit
the opportunities provided by this new media.



We want them because



1 They are fast to publish;
2 They are cost effective for authors and readers;
3 Easy and wide distribution;
4 Freedom for authors: no size limit, no limit on



appearance, graphics etc;
5 Freedom for users: the reader always can magnify;
6 Most important: you can have a host of features not



available in the printed version.
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Drawback: e-articles are very seldom peer reviewed and thus
considered as less worthy.



Hopefully tired of dictate of
publishers who charge exorbitant fees from readers and pay
nothing to authors and referees mathematical community will
make the flight to the freedom.
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Features: reader perspective



1 Search:



1 alphanumerics;
2 French [or German etc];
3 Russian [etc];
4 Japanese [etc] (not sure);
5 Math Formulae (this feature is under development);



2 Copy and paste: (see above). Formulae = Graphics;
3 Navigation:



1 Follow links (internal and external);
2 Previous/Next view ;
3 Bookmarks;
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U3D models



(knot.u3d)



Figure: Produced by Maple + JavaView, converted to u3d by
Meshlab, needs movie15. One needs Adobe Reader to see this
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Movies



(movie)



Figure: Movie, needs movie15. One needs Adobe Reader to see
this








this_land.swf


Media File (application/x-shockwave-flash)
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javascript animation



Figure: javascript animation: needs animate. Reguires Adobe
Reader
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javascript form



Form on the next page also created with LATEX but requires
Acrobat to activate javascript calculating value and to
”Enable User Rights in Adobe Reader” to enable AR to save
filled form.











Name: Title: Signature:



Expense categories: Amount Tax Code G/L Acct.



Airfare bought in Canada (to Canada or US) i6 84 010



Airfare other i0 84 010



Accommodation in Canada ie 84 020



Accommodation outside Canada i0 84 020



Allowances per diem in Canada i6 84 030



Allowances per diem outside Canada i0 84 030



Allowances kms × 84 040



Railway in Canada 84 050



Subtotal



Less accountable advance



Total Refund:
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Notes and Comments



This note is produced by LATEX with raw pdfcode insertion
is produced by





My note


This note is produced by LaTeX with raw pdfcode insertion
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This note is produced by LATEX with raw pdfcode insertion
is produced by



This note is produced by LATEX with cooltooltips





My note


This note is produced by LaTeX with raw pdfcode insertion





http://www.ctan.org/


Example


This note is produced by LaTeX with cooltooltips
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And this popup was produced by LATEX with fancytooltips
It is not a pdf Note and it powered by Javascript
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attachfile, attachfile2, embedfile



Pdf documents can have attachments. Attachments could
be documents of any nature: Adobe Reader does not need
to know how to handle them: your OS should know this.



One can attach them with LATEX attachfile (superseded by
attachfile2) package. There is also embedfile. Embedded file
by default is not connected to any annotation in the parent
document and are referred by their name while attached
fileis referred by the page it is attached and annotation
number (starting from 0):
/P 5



/A 3
means annotation 4 at page 6
Both attachfile2) and embedfile) are part of the oberdiek
bundle.
No other pdf browser but Adobe Reader can see
attachments. However pdftk can extract them.





http://www.pdftk.org
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attached and embedded files



One can attach or embed



or any other document, including pdf



However if attached or embedded file is another pdf
document Acrobat handles it internally. Then one can make
a family of embedded files: main file, its children and
grandchildren with the usual family terminology (parents,
grandparents, siblings, uncles, nephews).



One can refer to any specific place in any family member



but it required raw pdf command inserted or to use package
hypgotoe.








\pdfminorversion=5
\pdfcompresslevel=9
\pdfobjcompresslevel=2

\documentclass{beamer}

\usetheme{Marburg}
\useinnertheme{rounded}
%\usecolortheme{crane}
\usefonttheme{structuresmallcapsserif}

\usepackage{fp}
\usepackage{animate}

\usepackage{xr-hyper}
\usepackage{attachfile2}
\usepackage[filename=A-extra/source-crop,movetips]{fancytooltips}
%\usepackage{zref-abspage}
\usepackage{embedfile}
\renewcommand{\arraystretch}{1.4}

\usepackage{colortbl}

\usepackage{array}


\makeatletter%
\let\myslideinframe\beamer@slideinframe%
\makeatother%
\newcommand{\MyOnSlide}[2]{%
\ifnum\myslideinframe=#1%
  #2%
\else%
  \phantom{#2}%
\fi%
}

\usepackage{soul}
\usepackage{cooltooltips}

\usepackage{fancybox}

\usepackage[absolute,overlay]{textpos}
\usepackage{pgflibraryarrows}
\usepackage{tikz}

\usepackage[3D]{movie15}

\usepackage{amssymb}
\usepackage{pdfpages}


\hypersetup{
pdfauthor={Victor Ivrii},
pdftitle={e-Articles, e-Books,  and e-Talks too},
pdfsubject={e-publishing},
pdfkeywords={\LaTeX, pdf, hyperref, xr-hyper, beamer},
}

\newcommand{\curve}[1]{% 
 \begin{tikzpicture}[domain=-3.6:3.6]
 \clip (-6,-7) rectangle (6,7);
\draw[very thin,color=blue] (-4.2,-6.1) grid (4.2,6.29);
\draw[->] (-4.3,0) -- (4.3,0) node[right] {$x$};
\draw[->] (0,-6.2) -- (0,6.2) node[above] {$f(x)$};
\draw[ultra thick,color=blue] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{x*x*x - 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=red] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{-x*x*x + 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle (#1*0.14cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-0.5}cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-1}cm);
\end{tikzpicture}
}



\newcounter{param}
\setcounter{param}{-30}


\setlength{\TPHorizModule}{\the\paperwidth}  %defines unit length for textpos

\newcommand<>{\makegrid}[0]{
\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0) % width of block, origin at top left corner of page
{
\begin{tikzpicture}[color=blue!40!black!30,very thin]
\draw[step=.5cm,draw opacity=.5] (0,0) grid (\the\paperwidth,\the\paperheight);
\foreach \x in {1,2,...,12}
 \draw[text=black] (\x,.15) node {\footnotesize \x};
\foreach \y in {1,2,...,9}
 \draw[text=black] (.2,\y) node {\footnotesize \y};
\end{tikzpicture}  }
\end{textblock}
}

\newcommand{\btx}{\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0)}
\newcommand{\etx}{\end{textblock}}

\font\rus=wncyr10 at 12pt
\font\bigrus=wncyr10 at 14pt
\font\Bigrus=wncyb10 at 14pt
\def\'{\char'176}
\def\j{\char'032}

\title[e-Publishing]{e-Articles, e-Books, \\ and e-Talks too\\ Part II. Fun with pdf} 
\author{Victor Ivrii}
\institute{Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto}
\date{\today} 

\definecolor{light}{rgb}{1,1,0.9}
\beamersetaveragebackground{light}

\begin{document} 

\embedfile{blue.pdf}

\begin{frame}
\transwipe \titlepage 
\end{frame}

\section*{Table of Contents} 
\begin{frame}
\transwipe \frametitle{Table of Contents} 
\tableofcontents
\end{frame}

\section{\LaTeX\ rulez!}
\begin{frame}

Using {\color{magenta}pdfpages} one can include in pdf files pages from other
pdf documents, including few pages on one, but links are broken after (so use gs or Acrobat if possible instead)


\end{frame}

{
\setbeamercolor{background canvas}{bg=}
\includepdf[pages=1-12,nup=4x3,frame=true, delta=10 10]{TeX_Talk_4A.pdf}
}

\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{U3D models}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
label=knot,
toolbar,
text=(knot.u3d),
3Droo=28,
3Dc2c=1 -1 1,
3Dbg=1 1 1,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{knot.u3d}
\movieref[
3Dviewindex=N
]{knot}{} 
\movieref[
3Dcalculate=60
]{knot}{}
\caption{Produced by Maple + JavaView, converted to u3d by Meshlab, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}.  One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}


\end{frame}



\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{Movies}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
controls,
text=(movie),
%url,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{/Users/ivrii/Movies/this_land.swf}
\movieref{moviet}{} 
\movieref[
]{thisland}{}
\caption{Movie, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}. One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}


\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript animation}
\begin{figure}
\centering
\begin{animateinline}[width=0.6\linewidth,autoplay,controls,poster=last,loop]{10}%
 \curve{\theparam}%
 \whiledo{\theparam<30}{%
   \newframe%
   \addtocounter{param}{10}%
   \curve{\theparam}%
   }
\end{animateinline}%
\caption{javascript animation:  needs {\color{magenta}animate}. Reguires Adobe Reader}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript form}

Form on the next page also created with \LaTeX\ but requires Acrobat to activate javascript calculating value and to "Enable User Rights in Adobe Reader" to enable AR to save filled form.

\end{frame}
\begin{frame}[plain]



\begin{Form}
\begin{tabular*}{\textwidth}{llllll}


\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=300,align=0,height=15pt,width=100pt,name=s10]{Name:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,align=0,height=15pt,width=40pt,name=s11]{Title:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{Signature:\ \hrulefill\hrulefill\hrulefill}\\
\end{tabular*}

\begin{tabular}{|l|r|l|l|}
\hline
Expense categories: &Amount &Tax Code &G/L Acct.\\
\hline
Airfare bought in Canada (to Canada or US) &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a1]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Airfare other &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a2]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Accommodation in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a3]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}ie &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Accommodation outside Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a4]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem in Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a5]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem outside  Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a6]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances kms $\times$  {\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=b7]{}}}&{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a7]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_040

\\
\hline
Railway in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a8]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_050
\\
\hline
Subtotal  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=subtotal,
calculate={AFSimple_Calculate("SUM" , new Array ( "a1", "a2", "a3", "a4", "a5", "a6", "a7", "a8", "a9" ) ;)},
]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Less accountable advance &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=advance]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Total Refund:  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=total]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}\\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{Form}
\end{frame}


\begin{frame}[fragile]\frametitle{Notes and Comments}

 This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with raw pdfcode insertion\  
\pdfannot 
height 1cm
{
/Subtype /Text 
/Open true 
/T (My note)
/C [1 0 0]
/Contents %
(This note is produced by  LaTeX with raw pdfcode insertion)
/Name /Comment
}
\qquad is produced by

\bigskip 

\pause
\MyOnSlide{2}{
\cooltooltip
[0 0 1]
{Example}
{This note is produced by LaTeX  with cooltooltips}
{http://www.ctan.org/}{Visit CTAN on the Web}
{This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with {\color{magenta}cooltooltips} \strut}}

\end{frame}


\begin{frame}


\tooltip{And this popup was produced by \LaTeX\  with {\color{magenta}fancytooltips}}{1}


It is not a pdf Note and it powered by Javascript

\end{frame}


\begin{frame}\frametitle{attachfile, attachfile2, embedfile}
Pdf documents can have \alert{attachments}. Attachments could be documents of any nature: Adobe Reader does not need to know how to handle them: your OS should know this. \pause 

One can attach them with \LaTeX\ {\color{magenta}attachfile} (superseded by  {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) package. \pause There is also  {\color{magenta}embedfile}. Embedded file by default is not connected to any \alert{annotation} in the parent document and are referred by their name while attached fileis  referred by the page it is attached and annotation number (starting from 0):

/P 5

\qquad /A 3

means annotation 4 at page 6 

\pause

Both {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) and {\color{magenta}embedfile})    are part of the {\color{magenta}oberdiek} bundle.


\pause

No other pdf browser but Adobe Reader can see attachments. \pause However 
\href{http://www.pdftk.org}{\color{blue}pdftk} can extract them. 

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{attached and embedded files}

One can attach or embed  \textattachfile{TeX_Talk_4B.tex}{\color{blue}\TeX\ Source} 

\medskip

or any other document, including pdf \attachfile[annotname=ye, color=0 0 1]{yellow.pdf}


\pause\medskip

However if attached or embedded file is another pdf document Acrobat handles it internally. Then one can make a family of embedded files: main file, its children and grandchildren with the usual family terminology (parents, grandparents, siblings, uncles, nephews).

\pause \medskip
One can refer to any specific place in any family member 

\medskip
\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode 
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [1 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
   /N <\pdfescapehex{blue.pdf}>
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{blue}Blue File, Page 2}\pdfendlink}

\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode %%% NOTHING BEFORE NEXT LINE
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [2 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
    /P 98
   /A 4 
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{red}Yellow File, Page 3}\pdfendlink}

but it required raw pdf command inserted or to use package {\color{magenta}hypgotoe}.
\end{frame}


\begin{frame}\frametitle{Actual TexT}

In Adobe Reader copy buffer is very different from appearance (not working with other pdf viewers)

\begin{center}
\bgroup
     \lccode`!=`\\
     \lowercase{\gdef\esc{!!}}
   \egroup
   
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     /Span <<
      /ActualText (complete failure)
     >>
     BDC
   }
 great achievement
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     EMC
   }
\end{center}
\end{frame}

\section{Adobe Acrobatics}
\begin{frame}\transwipe<1>\frametitle{Adobe Acrobatics}



\end{frame}
\end{document}
WOR


\begin{frame}\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Messing up with PDF}

After PDF file is produced can one edit them? \pause Surely, if one has Acrobat, \pause especially with some of third party plug-ins, such as Enfocus PitStop, \pause
or instead of Acrobat at least some third-party tools, some free, some inexpensive.\ \pause Acrobat costs a lot, but educational license for it is cheap.

\medskip
\pause
Since it is not an Acrobat tutorial I mention only few things.

\end{frame}

\frame{
\begin{enumerate}
\item \alert<1,2>{Changing Document properties}\ such as author, title, etc.
One should know that no matter how file is called, and what is the title or the author of the paper, PDF document has it is own data and it is either empty or weird.\pause\ Use \alert<2>{File $>$ Document Properties} and select panel 
\alert<2>{Description}.

\pause
Using {\color{magenta}$\backslash$hypersetup} in preamble of your \LaTeX source you can specify many properties of the final pdf file.
\pause

\item \alert<4>{Changing Document Security} is also in Document Properties. You can restrict what the reader with Acrobat can do with your document. You can set \alert<3>{passwords} of different levels.

\pause

\item You can also \alert{Sign} and \alert{Certify} your document.

\end{enumerate}
}









\frame{

With Acrobat you can \alert<1>{modify document in many different ways}.

Further, with Acrobat 7  you can also  \alert<2>{enable  Adobe Reader 7  to do certain modifications with a given document and save them}. 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Select menu \alert{Tools $\triangleright$ Typewriter $\triangleright$ Enable Typewriter Tool \dots} and save this document. 
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menu \alert{Tools $\triangleright$ Typewriter}. 

\item  Select menu \alert{Comments $\triangleright$ Enable for Commenting in Adobe Reader \dots} and save this document.
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menus \alert{Tools $\triangleright$ Comment \& Markup} and \alert{Tools $\triangleright$ Measuring } (plus typywriter). 

\pause
\item Acrobat 8 can do even more: Select menu \alert{Advanced $\triangleright$ Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader} and save this document. Opening it in Adobe Reader 8 and 7 one can save filled forms (plus all above).

\end{enumerate}

}



}





\frame{\frametitle{Reading out loudly}
Adobe Reader can read loudly pdf files. \pause With Acrobat one can specify which part of the file should be read. \pause Unfortunately it works in the rather bizarre way: first Acrobat breaks your file into specific chunks and one can remove some chunks from the list. With large files it can be very tedious job and currently there seems to be no way to do it in \LaTeX.

\pause

Acrobat 8 is a bit better but still far from perfect.

\pause

\alert{ActualText} changes Copy buffer. One can set AR to read what is in this buffer instead of what is seen (say, Mister instead of Mr. or properly read some mathematical notations). Try to copy this and paste it somwhere:



}

\frame{\frametitle{Javascript}
Adobe Reader and Acrobat understand Javascript. In particular forms with some fiels which are automatically calculated are powered by Javascript. Or make an animation (see a separate part of this talk). One can include Javascript with \LaTeX.

}

\subsection{Miscellaneous}

\frame{\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Paper derelicts}
You have an old paper, \pause I mean \alert<2>{paper}, and you want to digitalize it. How?\pause

\begin{enumerate} 
\item You can \alert<3>{scan it into any graphics format}, like jpg and pdf;
\pause
\item But \alert<4>{after scanning} you can \alert<4>{OCR } it (OCR $=$ Optical Caracter Recognition) producing PDF file where text is a text while formulae remain as a graphics. \pause Acrobat can do it for you.
\pause
\item However, there is another format similar to PDF, with lesser functionality, but giving smaller files. \pause It is called \alert<7>{djvu}.

\end{enumerate}

}

\frame{
Look at my old book I digitalized recently 
\begin{center}
\alert<1>{\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/LNM1100.djvu}{\beamergotobutton{my old book in djvu format}} }
\end{center}
\pause
To browse this paper you need djvu plug-in or viewer. Get them for free from
\begin{center}
\alert<2>{\href{http://www.lizardtech.com/}{{http://www.lizardtech.com}}}
\end{center}
\pause 
but  an encoder (also from LizardTech) is expensive and not for all platforms.
\pause Fortunately, \alert<4>{basic encoders  are free}. You can get them (or sources to compile) from \alert<4>{djvulibre}
\begin{center}
\alert<4>{\href{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}{{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}} }
\end{center}
\pause
There is also free online encoder
\begin{center}
\alert<5>{\href{http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/}{{http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/}} }
\end{center}
}

\frame{\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Really cool stuff}
The really cool stuff is reserved for me\pause, my postdocs\pause, my graduate students, \pause otherwise it is 

\pause

\begin{center}
 \rotatebox{25}{\textsf{\color{red} \Ovalbox{\textbf{\Huge Classified}}}}
\end{center}

\pause
but some references could be found at
\begin{center}
\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Computer/}{\beamergotobutton{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Computer/}} 
\end{center}


\begin{center}
\href{file:./TeX_Talk_1AB.pdf}{\beamerbutton{Second part of the talk}}
\end{center}
}

\end{document}
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e-Publishing



Victor Ivrii
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LATEX rulez!



Adobe
Acrobatics



attached and embedded files



One can attach or embed



or any other document, including pdf



However if attached or embedded file is another pdf
document Acrobat handles it internally. Then one can make
a family of embedded files: main file, its children and
grandchildren with the usual family terminology (parents,
grandparents, siblings, uncles, nephews).



One can refer to any specific place in any family member



but it required raw pdf command inserted or to use package
hypgotoe.








\pdfminorversion=5
\pdfcompresslevel=9
\pdfobjcompresslevel=2

\documentclass{beamer}

\usetheme{Marburg}
\useinnertheme{rounded}
%\usecolortheme{crane}
\usefonttheme{structuresmallcapsserif}

\usepackage{fp}
\usepackage{animate}

\usepackage{xr-hyper}
\usepackage{attachfile2}
\usepackage[filename=A-extra/source-crop,movetips]{fancytooltips}
%\usepackage{zref-abspage}
\usepackage{embedfile}
\renewcommand{\arraystretch}{1.4}

\usepackage{colortbl}

\usepackage{array}


\makeatletter%
\let\myslideinframe\beamer@slideinframe%
\makeatother%
\newcommand{\MyOnSlide}[2]{%
\ifnum\myslideinframe=#1%
  #2%
\else%
  \phantom{#2}%
\fi%
}

\usepackage{soul}
\usepackage{cooltooltips}

\usepackage{fancybox}

\usepackage[absolute,overlay]{textpos}
\usepackage{pgflibraryarrows}
\usepackage{tikz}

\usepackage[3D]{movie15}

\usepackage{amssymb}
\usepackage{pdfpages}


\hypersetup{
pdfauthor={Victor Ivrii},
pdftitle={e-Articles, e-Books,  and e-Talks too},
pdfsubject={e-publishing},
pdfkeywords={\LaTeX, pdf, hyperref, xr-hyper, beamer},
}

\newcommand{\curve}[1]{% 
 \begin{tikzpicture}[domain=-3.6:3.6]
 \clip (-6,-7) rectangle (6,7);
\draw[very thin,color=blue] (-4.2,-6.1) grid (4.2,6.29);
\draw[->] (-4.3,0) -- (4.3,0) node[right] {$x$};
\draw[->] (0,-6.2) -- (0,6.2) node[above] {$f(x)$};
\draw[ultra thick,color=blue] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{x*x*x - 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=red] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{-x*x*x + 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle (#1*0.14cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-0.5}cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-1}cm);
\end{tikzpicture}
}



\newcounter{param}
\setcounter{param}{-30}


\setlength{\TPHorizModule}{\the\paperwidth}  %defines unit length for textpos

\newcommand<>{\makegrid}[0]{
\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0) % width of block, origin at top left corner of page
{
\begin{tikzpicture}[color=blue!40!black!30,very thin]
\draw[step=.5cm,draw opacity=.5] (0,0) grid (\the\paperwidth,\the\paperheight);
\foreach \x in {1,2,...,12}
 \draw[text=black] (\x,.15) node {\footnotesize \x};
\foreach \y in {1,2,...,9}
 \draw[text=black] (.2,\y) node {\footnotesize \y};
\end{tikzpicture}  }
\end{textblock}
}

\newcommand{\btx}{\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0)}
\newcommand{\etx}{\end{textblock}}

\font\rus=wncyr10 at 12pt
\font\bigrus=wncyr10 at 14pt
\font\Bigrus=wncyb10 at 14pt
\def\'{\char'176}
\def\j{\char'032}

\title[e-Publishing]{e-Articles, e-Books, \\ and e-Talks too\\ Part II. Fun with pdf} 
\author{Victor Ivrii}
\institute{Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto}
\date{\today} 

\definecolor{light}{rgb}{1,1,0.9}
\beamersetaveragebackground{light}

\begin{document} 

\embedfile{blue.pdf}

\begin{frame}
\transwipe \titlepage 
\end{frame}

\section*{Table of Contents} 
\begin{frame}
\transwipe \frametitle{Table of Contents} 
\tableofcontents
\end{frame}

\section{\LaTeX\ rulez!}
\begin{frame}

Using {\color{magenta}pdfpages} one can include in pdf files pages from other
pdf documents, including few pages on one, but links are broken after (so use gs or Acrobat if possible instead)


\end{frame}

{
\setbeamercolor{background canvas}{bg=}
\includepdf[pages=1-12,nup=4x3,frame=true, delta=10 10]{TeX_Talk_4A.pdf}
}

\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{U3D models}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
label=knot,
toolbar,
text=(knot.u3d),
3Droo=28,
3Dc2c=1 -1 1,
3Dbg=1 1 1,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{knot.u3d}
\movieref[
3Dviewindex=N
]{knot}{} 
\movieref[
3Dcalculate=60
]{knot}{}
\caption{Produced by Maple + JavaView, converted to u3d by Meshlab, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}.  One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}


\end{frame}



\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{Movies}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
controls,
text=(movie),
%url,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{/Users/ivrii/Movies/this_land.swf}
\movieref{moviet}{} 
\movieref[
]{thisland}{}
\caption{Movie, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}. One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}


\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript animation}
\begin{figure}
\centering
\begin{animateinline}[width=0.6\linewidth,autoplay,controls,poster=last,loop]{10}%
 \curve{\theparam}%
 \whiledo{\theparam<30}{%
   \newframe%
   \addtocounter{param}{10}%
   \curve{\theparam}%
   }
\end{animateinline}%
\caption{javascript animation:  needs {\color{magenta}animate}. Reguires Adobe Reader}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript form}

Form on the next page also created with \LaTeX\ but requires Acrobat to activate javascript calculating value and to "Enable User Rights in Adobe Reader" to enable AR to save filled form.

\end{frame}
\begin{frame}[plain]



\begin{Form}
\begin{tabular*}{\textwidth}{llllll}


\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=300,align=0,height=15pt,width=100pt,name=s10]{Name:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,align=0,height=15pt,width=40pt,name=s11]{Title:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{Signature:\ \hrulefill\hrulefill\hrulefill}\\
\end{tabular*}

\begin{tabular}{|l|r|l|l|}
\hline
Expense categories: &Amount &Tax Code &G/L Acct.\\
\hline
Airfare bought in Canada (to Canada or US) &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a1]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Airfare other &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a2]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Accommodation in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a3]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}ie &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Accommodation outside Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a4]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem in Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a5]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem outside  Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a6]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances kms $\times$  {\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=b7]{}}}&{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a7]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_040

\\
\hline
Railway in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a8]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_050
\\
\hline
Subtotal  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=subtotal,
calculate={AFSimple_Calculate("SUM" , new Array ( "a1", "a2", "a3", "a4", "a5", "a6", "a7", "a8", "a9" ) ;)},
]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Less accountable advance &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=advance]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Total Refund:  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=total]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}\\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{Form}
\end{frame}


\begin{frame}[fragile]\frametitle{Notes and Comments}

 This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with raw pdfcode insertion\  
\pdfannot 
height 1cm
{
/Subtype /Text 
/Open true 
/T (My note)
/C [1 0 0]
/Contents %
(This note is produced by  LaTeX with raw pdfcode insertion)
/Name /Comment
}
\qquad is produced by

\bigskip 

\pause
\MyOnSlide{2}{
\cooltooltip
[0 0 1]
{Example}
{This note is produced by LaTeX  with cooltooltips}
{http://www.ctan.org/}{Visit CTAN on the Web}
{This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with {\color{magenta}cooltooltips} \strut}}

\end{frame}


\begin{frame}


\tooltip{And this popup was produced by \LaTeX\  with {\color{magenta}fancytooltips}}{1}


It is not a pdf Note and it powered by Javascript

\end{frame}


\begin{frame}\frametitle{attachfile, attachfile2, embedfile}
Pdf documents can have \alert{attachments}. Attachments could be documents of any nature: Adobe Reader does not need to know how to handle them: your OS should know this. \pause 

One can attach them with \LaTeX\ {\color{magenta}attachfile} (superseded by  {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) package. \pause There is also  {\color{magenta}embedfile}. Embedded file by default is not connected to any \alert{annotation} in the parent document and are referred by their name while attached fileis  referred by the page it is attached and annotation number (starting from 0):

/P 5

\qquad /A 3

means annotation 4 at page 6 

\pause

Both {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) and {\color{magenta}embedfile})    are part of the {\color{magenta}oberdiek} bundle.


\pause

No other pdf browser but Adobe Reader can see attachments. \pause However 
\href{http://www.pdftk.org}{\color{blue}pdftk} can extract them. 

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{attached and embedded files}

One can attach or embed  \textattachfile{TeX_Talk_4B.tex}{\color{blue}\TeX\ Source} 

\medskip

or any other document, including pdf \attachfile[annotname=ye, color=0 0 1]{yellow.pdf}


\pause\medskip

However if attached or embedded file is another pdf document Acrobat handles it internally. Then one can make a family of embedded files: main file, its children and grandchildren with the usual family terminology (parents, grandparents, siblings, uncles, nephews).

\pause \medskip
One can refer to any specific place in any family member 

\medskip
\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode 
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [1 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
   /N <\pdfescapehex{blue.pdf}>
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{blue}Blue File, Page 2}\pdfendlink}

\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode %%% NOTHING BEFORE NEXT LINE
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [2 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
    /P 98
   /A 4 
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{red}Yellow File, Page 3}\pdfendlink}

but it required raw pdf command inserted or to use package {\color{magenta}hypgotoe}.
\end{frame}


\begin{frame}\frametitle{Actual TexT}

In Adobe Reader copy buffer is very different from appearance (not working with other pdf viewers)

\begin{center}
\bgroup
     \lccode`!=`\\
     \lowercase{\gdef\esc{!!}}
   \egroup
   
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     /Span <<
      /ActualText (complete failure)
     >>
     BDC
   }
 great achievement
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     EMC
   }
\end{center}
\end{frame}

\section{Adobe Acrobatics}
\begin{frame}\transwipe<1>\frametitle{Adobe Acrobatics}



\end{frame}
\end{document}
WOR


\begin{frame}\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Messing up with PDF}

After PDF file is produced can one edit them? \pause Surely, if one has Acrobat, \pause especially with some of third party plug-ins, such as Enfocus PitStop, \pause
or instead of Acrobat at least some third-party tools, some free, some inexpensive.\ \pause Acrobat costs a lot, but educational license for it is cheap.

\medskip
\pause
Since it is not an Acrobat tutorial I mention only few things.

\end{frame}

\frame{
\begin{enumerate}
\item \alert<1,2>{Changing Document properties}\ such as author, title, etc.
One should know that no matter how file is called, and what is the title or the author of the paper, PDF document has it is own data and it is either empty or weird.\pause\ Use \alert<2>{File $>$ Document Properties} and select panel 
\alert<2>{Description}.

\pause
Using {\color{magenta}$\backslash$hypersetup} in preamble of your \LaTeX source you can specify many properties of the final pdf file.
\pause

\item \alert<4>{Changing Document Security} is also in Document Properties. You can restrict what the reader with Acrobat can do with your document. You can set \alert<3>{passwords} of different levels.

\pause

\item You can also \alert{Sign} and \alert{Certify} your document.

\end{enumerate}
}









\frame{

With Acrobat you can \alert<1>{modify document in many different ways}.

Further, with Acrobat 7  you can also  \alert<2>{enable  Adobe Reader 7  to do certain modifications with a given document and save them}. 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Select menu \alert{Tools $\triangleright$ Typewriter $\triangleright$ Enable Typewriter Tool \dots} and save this document. 
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menu \alert{Tools $\triangleright$ Typewriter}. 

\item  Select menu \alert{Comments $\triangleright$ Enable for Commenting in Adobe Reader \dots} and save this document.
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menus \alert{Tools $\triangleright$ Comment \& Markup} and \alert{Tools $\triangleright$ Measuring } (plus typywriter). 

\pause
\item Acrobat 8 can do even more: Select menu \alert{Advanced $\triangleright$ Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader} and save this document. Opening it in Adobe Reader 8 and 7 one can save filled forms (plus all above).

\end{enumerate}

}



}





\frame{\frametitle{Reading out loudly}
Adobe Reader can read loudly pdf files. \pause With Acrobat one can specify which part of the file should be read. \pause Unfortunately it works in the rather bizarre way: first Acrobat breaks your file into specific chunks and one can remove some chunks from the list. With large files it can be very tedious job and currently there seems to be no way to do it in \LaTeX.

\pause

Acrobat 8 is a bit better but still far from perfect.

\pause

\alert{ActualText} changes Copy buffer. One can set AR to read what is in this buffer instead of what is seen (say, Mister instead of Mr. or properly read some mathematical notations). Try to copy this and paste it somwhere:



}

\frame{\frametitle{Javascript}
Adobe Reader and Acrobat understand Javascript. In particular forms with some fiels which are automatically calculated are powered by Javascript. Or make an animation (see a separate part of this talk). One can include Javascript with \LaTeX.

}

\subsection{Miscellaneous}

\frame{\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Paper derelicts}
You have an old paper, \pause I mean \alert<2>{paper}, and you want to digitalize it. How?\pause

\begin{enumerate} 
\item You can \alert<3>{scan it into any graphics format}, like jpg and pdf;
\pause
\item But \alert<4>{after scanning} you can \alert<4>{OCR } it (OCR $=$ Optical Caracter Recognition) producing PDF file where text is a text while formulae remain as a graphics. \pause Acrobat can do it for you.
\pause
\item However, there is another format similar to PDF, with lesser functionality, but giving smaller files. \pause It is called \alert<7>{djvu}.

\end{enumerate}

}

\frame{
Look at my old book I digitalized recently 
\begin{center}
\alert<1>{\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/LNM1100.djvu}{\beamergotobutton{my old book in djvu format}} }
\end{center}
\pause
To browse this paper you need djvu plug-in or viewer. Get them for free from
\begin{center}
\alert<2>{\href{http://www.lizardtech.com/}{{http://www.lizardtech.com}}}
\end{center}
\pause 
but  an encoder (also from LizardTech) is expensive and not for all platforms.
\pause Fortunately, \alert<4>{basic encoders  are free}. You can get them (or sources to compile) from \alert<4>{djvulibre}
\begin{center}
\alert<4>{\href{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}{{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}} }
\end{center}
\pause
There is also free online encoder
\begin{center}
\alert<5>{\href{http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/}{{http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/}} }
\end{center}
}

\frame{\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Really cool stuff}
The really cool stuff is reserved for me\pause, my postdocs\pause, my graduate students, \pause otherwise it is 

\pause

\begin{center}
 \rotatebox{25}{\textsf{\color{red} \Ovalbox{\textbf{\Huge Classified}}}}
\end{center}

\pause
but some references could be found at
\begin{center}
\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Computer/}{\beamergotobutton{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Computer/}} 
\end{center}


\begin{center}
\href{file:./TeX_Talk_1AB.pdf}{\beamerbutton{Second part of the talk}}
\end{center}
}

\end{document}
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LATEX rulez!



Adobe
Acrobatics



attached and embedded files



One can attach or embed



or any other document, including pdf



However if attached or embedded file is another pdf
document Acrobat handles it internally. Then one can make
a family of embedded files: main file, its children and
grandchildren with the usual family terminology (parents,
grandparents, siblings, uncles, nephews).



One can refer to any specific place in any family member



Blue File, Page 2
Yellow File, Page 3
but it required raw pdf command inserted or to use package
hypgotoe.








\pdfminorversion=5
\pdfcompresslevel=9
\pdfobjcompresslevel=2

\documentclass{beamer}

\usetheme{Marburg}
\useinnertheme{rounded}
%\usecolortheme{crane}
\usefonttheme{structuresmallcapsserif}

\usepackage{fp}
\usepackage{animate}

\usepackage{xr-hyper}
\usepackage{attachfile2}
\usepackage[filename=A-extra/source-crop,movetips]{fancytooltips}
%\usepackage{zref-abspage}
\usepackage{embedfile}
\renewcommand{\arraystretch}{1.4}

\usepackage{colortbl}

\usepackage{array}


\makeatletter%
\let\myslideinframe\beamer@slideinframe%
\makeatother%
\newcommand{\MyOnSlide}[2]{%
\ifnum\myslideinframe=#1%
  #2%
\else%
  \phantom{#2}%
\fi%
}

\usepackage{soul}
\usepackage{cooltooltips}

\usepackage{fancybox}

\usepackage[absolute,overlay]{textpos}
\usepackage{pgflibraryarrows}
\usepackage{tikz}

\usepackage[3D]{movie15}

\usepackage{amssymb}
\usepackage{pdfpages}


\hypersetup{
pdfauthor={Victor Ivrii},
pdftitle={e-Articles, e-Books,  and e-Talks too},
pdfsubject={e-publishing},
pdfkeywords={\LaTeX, pdf, hyperref, xr-hyper, beamer},
}

\newcommand{\curve}[1]{% 
 \begin{tikzpicture}[domain=-3.6:3.6]
 \clip (-6,-7) rectangle (6,7);
\draw[very thin,color=blue] (-4.2,-6.1) grid (4.2,6.29);
\draw[->] (-4.3,0) -- (4.3,0) node[right] {$x$};
\draw[->] (0,-6.2) -- (0,6.2) node[above] {$f(x)$};
\draw[ultra thick,color=blue] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{x*x*x - 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=red] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{-x*x*x + 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle (#1*0.14cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-0.5}cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-1}cm);
\end{tikzpicture}
}



\newcounter{param}
\setcounter{param}{-30}


\setlength{\TPHorizModule}{\the\paperwidth}  %defines unit length for textpos

\newcommand<>{\makegrid}[0]{
\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0) % width of block, origin at top left corner of page
{
\begin{tikzpicture}[color=blue!40!black!30,very thin]
\draw[step=.5cm,draw opacity=.5] (0,0) grid (\the\paperwidth,\the\paperheight);
\foreach \x in {1,2,...,12}
 \draw[text=black] (\x,.15) node {\footnotesize \x};
\foreach \y in {1,2,...,9}
 \draw[text=black] (.2,\y) node {\footnotesize \y};
\end{tikzpicture}  }
\end{textblock}
}

\newcommand{\btx}{\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0)}
\newcommand{\etx}{\end{textblock}}

\font\rus=wncyr10 at 12pt
\font\bigrus=wncyr10 at 14pt
\font\Bigrus=wncyb10 at 14pt
\def\'{\char'176}
\def\j{\char'032}

\title[e-Publishing]{e-Articles, e-Books, \\ and e-Talks too\\ Part II. Fun with pdf} 
\author{Victor Ivrii}
\institute{Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto}
\date{\today} 

\definecolor{light}{rgb}{1,1,0.9}
\beamersetaveragebackground{light}

\begin{document} 

\embedfile{blue.pdf}

\begin{frame}
\transwipe \titlepage 
\end{frame}

\section*{Table of Contents} 
\begin{frame}
\transwipe \frametitle{Table of Contents} 
\tableofcontents
\end{frame}

\section{\LaTeX\ rulez!}
\begin{frame}

Using {\color{magenta}pdfpages} one can include in pdf files pages from other
pdf documents, including few pages on one, but links are broken after (so use gs or Acrobat if possible instead)


\end{frame}

{
\setbeamercolor{background canvas}{bg=}
\includepdf[pages=1-12,nup=4x3,frame=true, delta=10 10]{TeX_Talk_4A.pdf}
}

\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{U3D models}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
label=knot,
toolbar,
text=(knot.u3d),
3Droo=28,
3Dc2c=1 -1 1,
3Dbg=1 1 1,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{knot.u3d}
\movieref[
3Dviewindex=N
]{knot}{} 
\movieref[
3Dcalculate=60
]{knot}{}
\caption{Produced by Maple + JavaView, converted to u3d by Meshlab, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}.  One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}


\end{frame}



\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{Movies}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
controls,
text=(movie),
%url,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{/Users/ivrii/Movies/this_land.swf}
\movieref{moviet}{} 
\movieref[
]{thisland}{}
\caption{Movie, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}. One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}


\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript animation}
\begin{figure}
\centering
\begin{animateinline}[width=0.6\linewidth,autoplay,controls,poster=last,loop]{10}%
 \curve{\theparam}%
 \whiledo{\theparam<30}{%
   \newframe%
   \addtocounter{param}{10}%
   \curve{\theparam}%
   }
\end{animateinline}%
\caption{javascript animation:  needs {\color{magenta}animate}. Reguires Adobe Reader}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript form}

Form on the next page also created with \LaTeX\ but requires Acrobat to activate javascript calculating value and to "Enable User Rights in Adobe Reader" to enable AR to save filled form.

\end{frame}
\begin{frame}[plain]



\begin{Form}
\begin{tabular*}{\textwidth}{llllll}


\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=300,align=0,height=15pt,width=100pt,name=s10]{Name:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,align=0,height=15pt,width=40pt,name=s11]{Title:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{Signature:\ \hrulefill\hrulefill\hrulefill}\\
\end{tabular*}

\begin{tabular}{|l|r|l|l|}
\hline
Expense categories: &Amount &Tax Code &G/L Acct.\\
\hline
Airfare bought in Canada (to Canada or US) &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a1]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Airfare other &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a2]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Accommodation in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a3]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}ie &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Accommodation outside Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a4]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem in Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a5]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem outside  Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a6]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances kms $\times$  {\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=b7]{}}}&{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a7]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_040

\\
\hline
Railway in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a8]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_050
\\
\hline
Subtotal  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=subtotal,
calculate={AFSimple_Calculate("SUM" , new Array ( "a1", "a2", "a3", "a4", "a5", "a6", "a7", "a8", "a9" ) ;)},
]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Less accountable advance &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=advance]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Total Refund:  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=total]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}\\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{Form}
\end{frame}


\begin{frame}[fragile]\frametitle{Notes and Comments}

 This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with raw pdfcode insertion\  
\pdfannot 
height 1cm
{
/Subtype /Text 
/Open true 
/T (My note)
/C [1 0 0]
/Contents %
(This note is produced by  LaTeX with raw pdfcode insertion)
/Name /Comment
}
\qquad is produced by

\bigskip 

\pause
\MyOnSlide{2}{
\cooltooltip
[0 0 1]
{Example}
{This note is produced by LaTeX  with cooltooltips}
{http://www.ctan.org/}{Visit CTAN on the Web}
{This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with {\color{magenta}cooltooltips} \strut}}

\end{frame}


\begin{frame}


\tooltip{And this popup was produced by \LaTeX\  with {\color{magenta}fancytooltips}}{1}


It is not a pdf Note and it powered by Javascript

\end{frame}


\begin{frame}\frametitle{attachfile, attachfile2, embedfile}
Pdf documents can have \alert{attachments}. Attachments could be documents of any nature: Adobe Reader does not need to know how to handle them: your OS should know this. \pause 

One can attach them with \LaTeX\ {\color{magenta}attachfile} (superseded by  {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) package. \pause There is also  {\color{magenta}embedfile}. Embedded file by default is not connected to any \alert{annotation} in the parent document and are referred by their name while attached fileis  referred by the page it is attached and annotation number (starting from 0):

/P 5

\qquad /A 3

means annotation 4 at page 6 

\pause

Both {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) and {\color{magenta}embedfile})    are part of the {\color{magenta}oberdiek} bundle.


\pause

No other pdf browser but Adobe Reader can see attachments. \pause However 
\href{http://www.pdftk.org}{\color{blue}pdftk} can extract them. 

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{attached and embedded files}

One can attach or embed  \textattachfile{TeX_Talk_4B.tex}{\color{blue}\TeX\ Source} 

\medskip

or any other document, including pdf \attachfile[annotname=ye, color=0 0 1]{yellow.pdf}


\pause\medskip

However if attached or embedded file is another pdf document Acrobat handles it internally. Then one can make a family of embedded files: main file, its children and grandchildren with the usual family terminology (parents, grandparents, siblings, uncles, nephews).

\pause \medskip
One can refer to any specific place in any family member 

\medskip
\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode 
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [1 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
   /N <\pdfescapehex{blue.pdf}>
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{blue}Blue File, Page 2}\pdfendlink}

\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode %%% NOTHING BEFORE NEXT LINE
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [2 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
    /P 98
   /A 4 
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{red}Yellow File, Page 3}\pdfendlink}

but it required raw pdf command inserted or to use package {\color{magenta}hypgotoe}.
\end{frame}


\begin{frame}\frametitle{Actual TexT}

In Adobe Reader copy buffer is very different from appearance (not working with other pdf viewers)

\begin{center}
\bgroup
     \lccode`!=`\\
     \lowercase{\gdef\esc{!!}}
   \egroup
   
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     /Span <<
      /ActualText (complete failure)
     >>
     BDC
   }
 great achievement
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     EMC
   }
\end{center}
\end{frame}

\section{Adobe Acrobatics}
\begin{frame}\transwipe<1>\frametitle{Adobe Acrobatics}



\end{frame}
\end{document}
WOR


\begin{frame}\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Messing up with PDF}

After PDF file is produced can one edit them? \pause Surely, if one has Acrobat, \pause especially with some of third party plug-ins, such as Enfocus PitStop, \pause
or instead of Acrobat at least some third-party tools, some free, some inexpensive.\ \pause Acrobat costs a lot, but educational license for it is cheap.

\medskip
\pause
Since it is not an Acrobat tutorial I mention only few things.

\end{frame}

\frame{
\begin{enumerate}
\item \alert<1,2>{Changing Document properties}\ such as author, title, etc.
One should know that no matter how file is called, and what is the title or the author of the paper, PDF document has it is own data and it is either empty or weird.\pause\ Use \alert<2>{File $>$ Document Properties} and select panel 
\alert<2>{Description}.

\pause
Using {\color{magenta}$\backslash$hypersetup} in preamble of your \LaTeX source you can specify many properties of the final pdf file.
\pause

\item \alert<4>{Changing Document Security} is also in Document Properties. You can restrict what the reader with Acrobat can do with your document. You can set \alert<3>{passwords} of different levels.

\pause

\item You can also \alert{Sign} and \alert{Certify} your document.

\end{enumerate}
}









\frame{

With Acrobat you can \alert<1>{modify document in many different ways}.

Further, with Acrobat 7  you can also  \alert<2>{enable  Adobe Reader 7  to do certain modifications with a given document and save them}. 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Select menu \alert{Tools $\triangleright$ Typewriter $\triangleright$ Enable Typewriter Tool \dots} and save this document. 
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menu \alert{Tools $\triangleright$ Typewriter}. 

\item  Select menu \alert{Comments $\triangleright$ Enable for Commenting in Adobe Reader \dots} and save this document.
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menus \alert{Tools $\triangleright$ Comment \& Markup} and \alert{Tools $\triangleright$ Measuring } (plus typywriter). 

\pause
\item Acrobat 8 can do even more: Select menu \alert{Advanced $\triangleright$ Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader} and save this document. Opening it in Adobe Reader 8 and 7 one can save filled forms (plus all above).

\end{enumerate}

}



}





\frame{\frametitle{Reading out loudly}
Adobe Reader can read loudly pdf files. \pause With Acrobat one can specify which part of the file should be read. \pause Unfortunately it works in the rather bizarre way: first Acrobat breaks your file into specific chunks and one can remove some chunks from the list. With large files it can be very tedious job and currently there seems to be no way to do it in \LaTeX.

\pause

Acrobat 8 is a bit better but still far from perfect.

\pause

\alert{ActualText} changes Copy buffer. One can set AR to read what is in this buffer instead of what is seen (say, Mister instead of Mr. or properly read some mathematical notations). Try to copy this and paste it somwhere:



}

\frame{\frametitle{Javascript}
Adobe Reader and Acrobat understand Javascript. In particular forms with some fiels which are automatically calculated are powered by Javascript. Or make an animation (see a separate part of this talk). One can include Javascript with \LaTeX.

}

\subsection{Miscellaneous}

\frame{\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Paper derelicts}
You have an old paper, \pause I mean \alert<2>{paper}, and you want to digitalize it. How?\pause

\begin{enumerate} 
\item You can \alert<3>{scan it into any graphics format}, like jpg and pdf;
\pause
\item But \alert<4>{after scanning} you can \alert<4>{OCR } it (OCR $=$ Optical Caracter Recognition) producing PDF file where text is a text while formulae remain as a graphics. \pause Acrobat can do it for you.
\pause
\item However, there is another format similar to PDF, with lesser functionality, but giving smaller files. \pause It is called \alert<7>{djvu}.

\end{enumerate}

}

\frame{
Look at my old book I digitalized recently 
\begin{center}
\alert<1>{\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/LNM1100.djvu}{\beamergotobutton{my old book in djvu format}} }
\end{center}
\pause
To browse this paper you need djvu plug-in or viewer. Get them for free from
\begin{center}
\alert<2>{\href{http://www.lizardtech.com/}{{http://www.lizardtech.com}}}
\end{center}
\pause 
but  an encoder (also from LizardTech) is expensive and not for all platforms.
\pause Fortunately, \alert<4>{basic encoders  are free}. You can get them (or sources to compile) from \alert<4>{djvulibre}
\begin{center}
\alert<4>{\href{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}{{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}} }
\end{center}
\pause
There is also free online encoder
\begin{center}
\alert<5>{\href{http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/}{{http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/}} }
\end{center}
}

\frame{\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Really cool stuff}
The really cool stuff is reserved for me\pause, my postdocs\pause, my graduate students, \pause otherwise it is 

\pause

\begin{center}
 \rotatebox{25}{\textsf{\color{red} \Ovalbox{\textbf{\Huge Classified}}}}
\end{center}

\pause
but some references could be found at
\begin{center}
\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Computer/}{\beamergotobutton{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Computer/}} 
\end{center}


\begin{center}
\href{file:./TeX_Talk_1AB.pdf}{\beamerbutton{Second part of the talk}}
\end{center}
}

\end{document}
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\documentclass{beamer}\useinnertheme{rounded}
\usetheme{Marburg}\useinnertheme{rounded}%\usecolortheme{crane}\usecolortheme{crane}\usefonttheme{structuresmallcapsserif} % provides \pdfstringdef that is then used by `title' and % other keys. \usepackage{embedfile}\title[e-Publishing]{e-Articles, e-Books, \\ and e-Talks too} \author{Victor Ivrii}\institute{Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto} \begin{document} 
  \embedfile[ desc={Source file of package `embedfile'}, description.prefix={Package: }, type.value={DTX} ]{TeX_Talk_4A.pdf} \embedfile[ desc={Documentation of package `embedfile'}, description.prefix={Package: }, type.value={PDF} ]{TeX_Talk_4B.pdf} \embedfile[ desc={The source for this example}, description.prefix={Example: }, type.value={TEX} ]{\jobname.tex}
 
 \begin{frame}
 \titlepage
 \end{frame}
  \end{document} %END h=examplecollectioni
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e-Articles and e-Books



We are talking about articles or books which are intended to
be read from the computer screen and thus should exploit
the opportunities provided by this new media.



We want them because



1 They are fast to publish;
2 They are cost effective for authors and readers;
3 Easy and wide distribution;
4 Freedom for authors: no size limit, no limit on



appearance, graphics etc;
5 Freedom for users: the reader always can magnify;
6 Most important: you can have a host of features not



available in the printed version.
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Drawback: e-articles are very seldom peer reviewed and thus
considered as less worthy.



Hopefully tired of dictate of
publishers who charge exorbitant fees from readers and pay
nothing to authors and referees mathematical community will
make the flight to the freedom.
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Features: reader perspective



1 Search:



1 alphanumerics;
2 French [or German etc];
3 Russian [etc];
4 Japanese [etc] (not sure);
5 Math Formulae (this feature is under development);



2 Copy and paste: (see above). Formulae = Graphics;
3 Navigation:



1 Follow links (internal and external);
2 Previous/Next view ;
3 Bookmarks;
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How to read?
So, how to read mathematical e-articles effectively ?



If
e-article was prepared properly (using hyperref) then every
reference to the formula or citation becomes a clickable link.
So if you read



Comparing formulae (1.13), (2.7) and (3.9)



you can click on (1.13) and go there,
copy this formula as a graphics (on Adobe Reader 9 use
Snapshot Tool),
paste into appropriate mixed graphics/text editor (f.e.
TextEdit for Mac)
return to the original page using Previous View button
(you may need to enable it);
repeat with other formulae pasting outputs into the
same document;
finally, compare these formulae (all this instead of
actually writing down these formulae).
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However there is pdfviewer written by Mac TEX people which
fares even better. It is called Skim, it is free but it is for
MacOSX only (sorry, guys, we get the skim of everything):



http://sourceforge.net/projects/skim-app/



If your pointer hovers over link a little Spy Window opens
previeweing the corresponding page, you can Command-click
on link and the window crystallizes on the screen, and you
can anchor it on the Spy Drawyer which can accommodate
many such windows, which can be reopened and resized.



On the other hand one can create pop-ups like this (works
only in Acrobat Reader or Acrobat because only AR or AA
understand javascript).





http://sourceforge.net/projects/skim-app/
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PDF browsers



1 Adobe Reader



1 Adobe Reader 9 (Mac OSX, Windows);
2 Adobe Reader 8.1.2SU1 and 7.0.9 (Linux, Solaris);
3 Adobe Reader 7.0.9 (AIX, HP-UX);



2 Skim (Mac OS X)
3 Apple Preview;
4 xpdf; find compiled MacOX (Intel) binaries at



http://mactex-wiki.tug.org/wiki/images/2/20/Xpdf-
3.02MacOSXintel_binaries.sit



5 kpdf (runs on Coxeter);
6 evince (runs on Coxeter);





http://mactex-wiki.tug.org/wiki/images/2/20/Xpdf-3.02MacOSXintel_binaries.sit


http://mactex-wiki.tug.org/wiki/images/2/20/Xpdf-3.02MacOSXintel_binaries.sit
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Author perspective



Warning!
There are publishers which do not accept papers previously
published on-line



or request your assurance that you will not
do it afterwards.



Screw them!
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How to implement search



To allow search you need to do only one thing: avoid old TEX
distributions.



As today TeX is actually pdftex and LATEX is
actually pdflatex (but tex and latex commands produce dvi
files), just type



% pdflatex -v
pdfeTeX 3.141592-1.21a-2.2 (Web2C 7.5.4)
kpathsea version 3.5.4
. . .



and this would be fine, but not earlier versions. still it would
be much better to have a modern distribution



% pdflatex -v
pdfTeX 3.141592-1.40.8-2.2 (Web2C 7.5.6)
kpathsea version 3.5.6
. . .
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However, if you want to create pdf document with non-ASCII
characters (like French À, German Ö or Swedish Å) one may
consider using cmap.



It is really needed if one wants to use non-Latin characters
(like Russian Б or Г) you may need to want to use native
input [utf8]{inputenc} and [T1A]{fontenc}. Here [utf8]
means Unicode-8 but one may use other encodings (but
Unicode-8 is better)



The experimental package mmap tries to extend cmap to
math expressions.
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hyperref



This is a remarkable package.



Simply adding a line
∖usepackage{hyperref}
to preamble makes



1 Makes references to formulae generated via ∖ref{XY } or
∖pageref{XY } clickable and leading to the place of the
corresponding ∖label{XY };



2 The same with ∖cite{XY } and ∖bibitem{XY };
3 Table of contents becomes clickable;
4 And index becomes clickable too;
5 One can add links to external files or URLs (weblinks);
6 Creates bookmarks;
7 And other cool stuff too;
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hyperref (continued)



Over years hyperref evolved and many options became
default, but for older versions you may switch them on:
∖usepackage[pdftex,bookmarks,pdfnewwindow,plainpages=false,
unicode]{hyperref} where



1 [pdftex] says that we will use pdftex,



2 bookmarks] creates bookmarks,
3 [plainpages=false] asks to deal with logical pages rather



than physical ones,
4 [pdfnewwindow] tells pdf to open new files in new



windows;
5 [unicode] tells to use Unicode-8 in bookmarks, required



if your sections etc contain non-Latin characters or
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hyperref (continued)



6 mathematical expressions; then one should use
∖texorpdfstring{Usual TEX string}{for PDF}{XY}



where the second argument is a sanitized version (say
Schroedinger instead of Scro∖"odinger)
or the second string can contain special commands for
Unicode symbols, defined in hyperref like ∖textAlpha
or one can define his/her own commands looking into
Unicode table, but to make this the real fun PDF uses
octal numbers rather than hex,
and f.e. ≤ and 3/4 are special Unicode characters while
7/228 is not Unicode character at all!
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hyperref (continued)



You may explore other options like [backref]



or look to hypersetup



\hypersetup{
colorlinks=true,
linkcolor=black,
citecolor=black,
urlcolor=blue,
pdfauthor={Victor Ivrii},
pdftitle={Microlocal Analysis and Sharp Spectral Asymptotics},
pdfsubject={Sharp Spectral Asymptotics},
pdfkeywords={Microlocal Analysis, Sharp Spectral Asymptotics},
bookmarksdepth={4}
}



which changes Document Properties.
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Targetting external files
To target external file you may use



http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/



To target some specific physical page in external pdf file link
should like this:



http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/
#Page=8



and to target some specific anchors in external pdf file links
should like this:



http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/book.pdf#equation.0.8
http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/book.pdf#page.viii



where in this case equation.0.8 and page.viii are names of
these anchors.
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Targetting external files



Package hyperref places anchors in pdf file at equations,
theorems, sections, tops of the pages etc - any place where
some counter naturally increases (I used this package in
IRO6.tex).



But how we know what is the name of the
anchor? Apart of guessing anchor = counter.countervalue
there is an easy way: creating paper IRO7 before loading
hyperref package I loaded xr-hyper:
∖usepackage{xr-hyper}
and also put in preamble
∖externaldocument[IRO6-]{IRO6}
[http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/IRO6.pdf]
and placed IRO6.aux in the same directory as the file I was
creating.
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which is the correct number
of the equation in IRO6 and also a clickable link, leading to
specific place in remote IRO6.pdf.
Further, if all these anchors are not enough for you, you can
add an anchor anywhere by the command
∖hypertarget{anchorname}{some text, may be empty}
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\documentclass{beamer}
\useinnertheme{rounded}
\usetheme{Marburg}
\useinnertheme{rounded}
%\usecolortheme{crane}
\usecolortheme{crane}
\usefonttheme{structuresmallcapsserif}
 % provides \pdfstringdef that is then used by `title' and
 % other keys.
 \usepackage{embedfile}
 \embedfilesetup{
 view=tile,
 initialfile=Main.pdf
 }
 \embedfilefield{file}{
 type=file,
 title={File name}
 }
 \embedfilefield{description}{
 type=desc,
 title={Description}
 }
 \embedfilefield{date}{
 type=moddate,
 title={Date}
 }
 \embedfilefield{size}{
 type=size,
 title={Size}
 }
 \embedfilefield{type}{
 type=text,
 title={Type},
 visible=false
 }
 \embedfilesort{
type desc 
 }
\title[e-Publishing]{e-Articles, e-Books, \\ and e-Talks too} 
\author{Victor Ivrii}
\institute{Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto}
 \begin{document}

\embedfile[
desc={Cover Sheet},
type.value={PDF}
]{Main.pdf}
 

\embedfile[
desc={Part A},
type.value={PDF}
]{TeX_Talk_4A.pdf}

\embedfile[
desc={Part B},
type.value={PDF}
]{TeX_Talk_4B.pdf}
 
\embedfile[
desc={Part C},
type.value={PDF}
]{TeX_Talk_4C.pdf}

\embedfile[
desc={Part D},
type.value={PDF}
]{TeX_Talk_4D.pdf}

 \embedfile[
 desc={The source for this example},
 type.value={TEX}
 ]{\jobname.tex}
 
 
 \embedfile[
 desc={The source Part A},
 type.value={TEX}
 ]{TeX_Talk_4A.tex}
 
\embedfile[
 desc={The source Part B},
 type.value={TEX}
 ]{TeX_Talk_4B.tex}
 
  \embedfile[
 desc={The source Part C},
 type.value={TEX}
 ]{TeX_Talk_4C.tex}
 
\embedfile[
 desc={The source Part D},
 type.value={TEX}
 ]{TeX_Talk_4D.tex}
 
 
 \begin{frame}
 \titlepage
 \end{frame}
 
 \end{document}
 %END
 h=examplecollectioni
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e-Articles and e-Books


We are talking about articles or books which are intended to
be read from the computer screen and thus should exploit
the opportunities provided by this new media.


We want them because


1 They are fast to publish;
2 They are cost effective for authors and readers;
3 Easy and wide distribution;
4 Freedom for authors: no size limit, no limit on


appearance, graphics etc;
5 Freedom for users: the reader always can magnify;
6 Most important: you can have a host of features not


available in the printed version.
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Drawback: e-articles are very seldom peer reviewed and thus
considered as less worthy.


Hopefully tired of dictate of
publishers who charge exorbitant fees from readers and pay
nothing to authors and referees mathematical community will
make the flight to the freedom.
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Features: reader perspective


1 Search:


1 alphanumerics;
2 French [or German etc];
3 Russian [etc];
4 Japanese [etc] (not sure);
5 Math Formulae (this feature is under development);


2 Copy and paste: (see above). Formulae = Graphics;
3 Navigation:


1 Follow links (internal and external);
2 Previous/Next view ;
3 Bookmarks;
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How to read?


So, how to read mathematical e-articles effectively ?


If
e-article was prepared properly (using hyperref) then every
reference to the formula or citation becomes a clickable link.
So if you read


Comparing formulae (1.13), (2.7) and (3.9)


you can click on (1.13) and go there,
copy this formula as a graphics (on Adobe Reader 9 use
Snapshot Tool),
paste into appropriate mixed graphics/text editor (f.e.
TextEdit for Mac)
return to the original page using Previous View button
(you may need to enable it);
repeat with other formulae pasting outputs into the
same document;
finally, compare these formulae (all this instead of
actually writing down these formulae).
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However there is pdfviewer written by Mac TEX people which
fares even better. It is called Skim, it is free but it is for
MacOSX only (sorry, guys, we get the skim of everything):


http://sourceforge.net/projects/skim-app/


If your pointer hovers over link a little Spy Window opens
previeweing the corresponding page, you can Command-click
on link and the window crystallizes on the screen, and you
can anchor it on the Spy Drawyer which can accommodate
many such windows, which can be reopened and resized.


On the other hand one can create pop-ups like this (works
only in Acrobat Reader or Acrobat because only AR or AA
understand javascript).



http://sourceforge.net/projects/skim-app/
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PDF browsers


1 Adobe Reader


1 Adobe Reader 9 (Mac OSX, Windows);
2 Adobe Reader 8.1.2SU1 and 7.0.9 (Linux, Solaris);
3 Adobe Reader 7.0.9 (AIX, HP-UX);


2 Skim (Mac OS X)
3 Apple Preview;
4 xpdf; find compiled MacOX (Intel) binaries at


http://mactex-wiki.tug.org/wiki/images/2/20/Xpdf-
3.02MacOSXintel_binaries.sit


5 kpdf (runs on Coxeter);
6 evince (runs on Coxeter);



http://mactex-wiki.tug.org/wiki/images/2/20/Xpdf-3.02MacOSXintel_binaries.sit

http://mactex-wiki.tug.org/wiki/images/2/20/Xpdf-3.02MacOSXintel_binaries.sit
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Author perspective


Warning!
There are publishers which do not accept papers previously
published on-line


or request your assurance that you will not
do it afterwards.


Screw them!
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How to implement search


To allow search you need to do only one thing: avoid old TEX
distributions.


As today TeX is actually pdftex and LATEX is
actually pdflatex (but tex and latex commands produce dvi
files), just type


% pdflatex -v
pdfeTeX 3.141592-1.21a-2.2 (Web2C 7.5.4)
kpathsea version 3.5.4
. . .


and this would be fine, but not earlier versions. still it would
be much better to have a modern distribution


% pdflatex -v
pdfTeX 3.141592-1.40.8-2.2 (Web2C 7.5.6)
kpathsea version 3.5.6
. . .
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However, if you want to create pdf document with non-ASCII
characters (like French À, German Ö or Swedish Å) one may
consider using cmap.


It is really needed if one wants to use non-Latin characters
(like Russian Б or Г) you may need to want to use native
input [utf8]{inputenc} and [T1A]{fontenc}. Here [utf8]
means Unicode-8 but one may use other encodings (but
Unicode-8 is better)


The experimental package mmap tries to extend cmap to
math expressions.
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hyperref


This is a remarkable package.


Simply adding a line
∖usepackage{hyperref}
to preamble makes


1 Makes references to formulae generated via ∖ref{XY } or
∖pageref{XY } clickable and leading to the place of the
corresponding ∖label{XY };


2 The same with ∖cite{XY } and ∖bibitem{XY };
3 Table of contents becomes clickable;
4 And index becomes clickable too;
5 One can add links to external files or URLs (weblinks);
6 Creates bookmarks;
7 And other cool stuff too;
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3 Table of contents becomes clickable;
4 And index becomes clickable too;
5 One can add links to external files or URLs (weblinks);


6 Creates bookmarks;
7 And other cool stuff too;
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hyperref (continued)


Over years hyperref evolved and many options became
default, but for older versions you may switch them on:
∖usepackage[pdftex,bookmarks,pdfnewwindow,plainpages=false,
unicode]{hyperref} where


1 [pdftex] says that we will use pdftex,


2 bookmarks] creates bookmarks,
3 [plainpages=false] asks to deal with logical pages rather


than physical ones,
4 [pdfnewwindow] tells pdf to open new files in new


windows;
5 [unicode] tells to use Unicode-8 in bookmarks, required


if your sections etc contain non-Latin characters or
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hyperref (continued)


6 mathematical expressions; then one should use
∖texorpdfstring{Usual TEX string}{for PDF}{XY}


where the second argument is a sanitized version (say
Schroedinger instead of Scro∖"odinger)
or the second string can contain special commands for
Unicode symbols, defined in hyperref like ∖textAlpha
or one can define his/her own commands looking into
Unicode table, but to make this the real fun PDF uses
octal numbers rather than hex,
and f.e. ≤ and 3/4 are special Unicode characters while
7/228 is not Unicode character at all!
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hyperref (continued)


You may explore other options like [backref]


or look to hypersetup


\hypersetup{
colorlinks=true,
linkcolor=black,
citecolor=black,
urlcolor=blue,
pdfauthor={Victor Ivrii},
pdftitle={Microlocal Analysis and Sharp Spectral Asymptotics},
pdfsubject={Sharp Spectral Asymptotics},
pdfkeywords={Microlocal Analysis, Sharp Spectral Asymptotics},
bookmarksdepth={4}
}


which changes Document Properties.
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Targetting external files
To target external file you may use


http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/


To target some specific physical page in external pdf file link
should like this:


http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/
#Page=8


and to target some specific anchors in external pdf file links
should like this:


http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/book.pdf#equation.0.8
http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/book.pdf#page.viii


where in this case equation.0.8 and page.viii are names of
these anchors.
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Targetting external files


Package hyperref places anchors in pdf file at equations,
theorems, sections, tops of the pages etc - any place where
some counter naturally increases (I used this package in
IRO6.tex).


But how we know what is the name of the
anchor? Apart of guessing anchor = counter.countervalue
there is an easy way: creating paper IRO7 before loading
hyperref package I loaded xr-hyper:
∖usepackage{xr-hyper}
and also put in preamble
∖externaldocument[IRO6-]{IRO6}
[http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/IRO6.pdf]
and placed IRO6.aux in the same directory as the file I was
creating.
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Then ∖ref{IRO6-0-8} where 0-8 was the name of the label I
used in IRO6.tex produced 4.8


which is the correct number
of the equation in IRO6 and also a clickable link, leading to
specific place in remote IRO6.pdf.
Further, if all these anchors are not enough for you, you can
add an anchor anywhere by the command
∖hypertarget{anchorname}{some text, may be empty}



http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/IRO6.pdf#equation.0.8
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Second part of the talk
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\pdfminorversion=5
\pdfcompresslevel=9
\pdfobjcompresslevel=2

\documentclass{beamer}

\usetheme{Marburg}
\useinnertheme{rounded}
%\usecolortheme{crane}
\usefonttheme{structuresmallcapsserif}

\usepackage{fp}
\usepackage{animate}

\usepackage{xr-hyper}
\usepackage{attachfile2}
\usepackage[filename=A-extra/source-crop,movetips]{fancytooltips}
%\usepackage{zref-abspage}
\usepackage{embedfile}
\renewcommand{\arraystretch}{1.4}

\usepackage{colortbl}

\usepackage{array}

\makeatletter%
\let\myslideinframe\beamer@slideinframe%
\makeatother%
\newcommand{\MyOnSlide}[2]{%
\ifnum\myslideinframe=#1%
  #2%
\else%
  \phantom{#2}%
\fi%
}

\usepackage{soul}
\usepackage{cooltooltips}

\usepackage{fancybox}

\usepackage[absolute,overlay]{textpos}
\usepackage{pgflibraryarrows}
\usepackage{tikz}

\usepackage[3D]{movie15}

\usepackage{amssymb}
\usepackage{pdfpages}

\hypersetup{
pdfauthor={Victor Ivrii},
pdftitle={e-Articles, e-Books,  and e-Talks too},
pdfsubject={e-publishing},
pdfkeywords={\LaTeX, pdf, hyperref, xr-hyper, beamer},
}

\newcommand{\curve}[1]{% 
 \begin{tikzpicture}[domain=-3.6:3.6]
 \clip (-6,-7) rectangle (6,7);
\draw[very thin,color=blue] (-4.2,-6.1) grid (4.2,6.29);
\draw[->] (-4.3,0) -- (4.3,0) node[right] {$x$};
\draw[->] (0,-6.2) -- (0,6.2) node[above] {$f(x)$};
\draw[ultra thick,color=blue] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{x*x*x - 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=red] plot[id=1,domain=-2:2] function{-x*x*x + 0.05*#1*x};
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle (#1*0.14cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-0.5}cm);
\draw[ultra thick,color=green] (0,0) circle ({#1*0.14-1}cm);
\end{tikzpicture}
}

\newcounter{param}
\setcounter{param}{-30}

\setlength{\TPHorizModule}{\the\paperwidth}  %defines unit length for textpos

\newcommand<>{\makegrid}[0]{
\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0) % width of block, origin at top left corner of page
{
\begin{tikzpicture}[color=blue!40!black!30,very thin]
\draw[step=.5cm,draw opacity=.5] (0,0) grid (\the\paperwidth,\the\paperheight);
\foreach \x in {1,2,...,12}
 \draw[text=black] (\x,.15) node {\footnotesize \x};
\foreach \y in {1,2,...,9}
 \draw[text=black] (.2,\y) node {\footnotesize \y};
\end{tikzpicture}  }
\end{textblock}
}

\newcommand{\btx}{\begin{textblock}{1}(0,0)}
\newcommand{\etx}{\end{textblock}}

\font\rus=wncyr10 at 12pt
\font\bigrus=wncyr10 at 14pt
\font\Bigrus=wncyb10 at 14pt
\def\'{\char'176}
\def\j{\char'032}

\title[e-Publishing]{e-Articles, e-Books, \\ and e-Talks too\\ Part II. Fun with pdf} 
\author{Victor Ivrii}
\institute{Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto}
\date{\today} 

\definecolor{light}{rgb}{1,1,0.9}
\beamersetaveragebackground{light}

\begin{document} 

\embedfile{blue.pdf}

\begin{frame}
\transwipe \titlepage 
\end{frame}

\section*{Table of Contents} 
\begin{frame}
\transwipe \frametitle{Table of Contents} 
\tableofcontents
\end{frame}

\section{\LaTeX\ rulez!}
\begin{frame}

Using {\color{magenta}pdfpages} one can include in pdf files pages from other
pdf documents, including few pages on one, but links are broken after (so use gs or Acrobat if possible instead)

\end{frame}


{
\setbeamercolor{background canvas}{bg=}
\includepdf[pages=1-12,nup=4x3,frame=true, delta=10 10]{TeX_Talk_4A.pdf}
}

\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{Movies}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
controls,
text=(movie),
%url,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{scarab4swf.swf}
\movieref{moviet}{} 
\movieref[
]{thisland}{}
\caption{Movie, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}. One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}

\end{frame}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript animation}
\begin{figure}
\centering
\begin{animateinline}[width=0.6\linewidth,autoplay,controls,poster=last,loop]{10}%
 \curve{\theparam}%
 \whiledo{\theparam<30}{%
   \newframe%
   \addtocounter{param}{10}%
   \curve{\theparam}%
   }
\end{animateinline}%
\caption{javascript animation:  needs {\color{magenta}animate}. Reguires Adobe Reader}
\end{figure}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\centering
\frametitle{U3D models}
\begin{figure}
\includemovie[
poster,
label=knot,
toolbar,
text=(knot.u3d),
3Droo=28,
3Dc2c=1 -1 1,
3Dbg=1 1 1,
]{
0.6\linewidth
}{
0.6\linewidth
}{knot.u3d}
\movieref[
3Dviewindex=N
]{knot}{} 
\movieref[
3Dcalculate=60
]{knot}{}
\caption{Produced by Maple + JavaView, converted to u3d by Meshlab, needs {\color{magenta}movie15}.  One needs Adobe Reader to see this}
\end{figure}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{javascript form}

Form on the next page also created with \LaTeX\ but requires Acrobat to activate javascript calculating value and to ``Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader'' (in AA 8) or to ``Extend Features in Adobe Reader'' to (in AA 9) enable AR to save filled form.

\end{frame}
\begin{frame}[plain]

\begin{Form}
\begin{tabular*}{\textwidth}{llllll}

\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=300,align=0,height=15pt,width=100pt,name=s10]{Name:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,align=0,height=15pt,width=40pt,name=s11]{Title:}}}
&\multicolumn{2}{l}
{Signature:\ \hrulefill\hrulefill\hrulefill}\\
\end{tabular*}

\begin{tabular}{|l|r|l|l|}
\hline
Expense categories: &Amount &Tax Code &G/L Acct.\\
\hline
Airfare bought in Canada (to Canada or US) &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a1]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Airfare other &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a2]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_010
\\
\hline
Accommodation in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a3]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}ie &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Accommodation outside Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a4]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_020
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem in Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a5]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i6 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances per diem outside  Canada  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a6]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}i0 &\cellcolor{light}84\_030
\\
\hline
Allowances kms $\times$  {\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=b7]{}}}&{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a7]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_040

\\
\hline
Railway in Canada &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=a8]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}84\_050
\\
\hline
Subtotal  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=subtotal,
calculate={AFSimple_Calculate("SUM" , new Array ( "a1", "a2", "a3", "a4", "a5", "a6", "a7", "a8", "a9" ) ;)},
]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Less accountable advance &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=advance]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}
\\
\hline
Total Refund:  &{\mbox{\TextField[maxlen=40,keystroke={AFNumber_Keystroke(2, 0, 1, 2, true);},align=2,height=10pt,width=45pt,name=total]{}}} &\cellcolor{light}&\cellcolor{light}\\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{Form}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}[fragile]\frametitle{Notes and Comments}

 This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with raw pdfcode insertion\  
\pdfannot 
height 1cm
{
/Subtype /Text 
/Open true 
/T (My note)
/C [1 0 0]
/Contents %
(This note is produced by  LaTeX with raw pdfcode insertion)
/Name /Comment
}
\qquad is produced by

\bigskip 

\pause
\MyOnSlide{2}{
\cooltooltip
[0 0 1]
{Example}
{This note is produced by LaTeX  with cooltooltips}
{http://www.ctan.org/}{Visit CTAN on the Web}
{This note is produced by \LaTeX\ with {\color{magenta}cooltooltips} \strut}}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

\tooltip{And this popup was produced by \LaTeX\  with {\color{magenta}fancytooltips}}{1} \tooltip{and this popup was also produced by \LaTeX\  with {\color{magenta}fancytooltips}}{2} 

It is not a pdf Note and it powered by Javascript

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{attachfile, attachfile2, embedfile}
Pdf documents can have \alert{attachments}. Attachments could be documents of any nature: Adobe Reader does not need to know how to handle them: your OS should know this. \pause 

One can attach them with \LaTeX\ {\color{magenta}attachfile} (superseded by  {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) package. \pause There is also  {\color{magenta}embedfile}. Embedded file by default is not connected to any \alert{annotation} in the parent document and are referred by their name while attached fileis  referred by the page it is attached and annotation number (starting from 0):

/P 5

\qquad /A 3

means annotation 4 at page 6 

\pause

Both {\color{magenta}attachfile2}) and {\color{magenta}embedfile})    are part of the {\color{magenta}oberdiek} bundle.

\pause

No other pdf browser but Adobe Reader can see attachments. \pause However 
\href{http://www.pdftk.org}{\color{blue}pdftk} can extract them. 

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{attached and embedded files}

One can attach or embed  \textattachfile{TeX_Talk_4B.tex}{\color{blue}\TeX\ Source} 

\medskip

or any other document, including pdf \attachfile[annotname=ye, color=0 0 1]{yellow.pdf}

\pause\medskip

However if attached or embedded file is another pdf document Acrobat handles it internally. Then one can make a family of embedded files: main file, its children and grandchildren with the usual family terminology (parents, grandparents, siblings, uncles, nephews).

\pause \medskip
One can refer to any specific place in any family member 

\medskip
\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode 
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [1 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
   /N <\pdfescapehex{blue.pdf}>
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{blue}Blue File, Page 2}\pdfendlink}

\MyOnSlide{3}{\leavevmode %%% NOTHING BEFORE NEXT LINE
\pdfstartlink user{%
/Subtype/Link
/A<<
  /S/GoToE
  /D [2 /FitH 1000] 
  /T<<
    /R/C 
    /P 20
   /A 1 
  >>
>>
}\relax
{\color{red}Yellow File, Page 3}\pdfendlink}

but it required raw pdf command inserted or to use package {\color{magenta}hypgotoe}.
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{PDF Collections}

Adobe PDF-1.7 (for Acrobat Reader or Adobe Acrobat 8) introduced a new file format called \alert{Collections} or \alert{Packages} or \alert{Portfolios}.

\pause
\medskip
It contains few files (of any nature) embedded into pdf; one of these files is set as an \alert{initial view} is called \alert{Cover Sheet}.

\begin{center}
\href{file:/Users/ivrii/Talks/TeX_4/Collection.pdf}{\color{blue} Collection produced with embedfile}
\end{center}





\end{frame}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{Actual TexT}

In Adobe Reader copy buffer is very different from appearance (not working with other pdf viewers)

\begin{center}
\bgroup
     \lccode`!=`\\
     \lowercase{\gdef\esc{!!}}
   \egroup
   
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     /Span <<
      /ActualText (complete failure)
     >>
     BDC
   }
 great achievement
   \pdfliteral direct {%
     EMC
   }
\end{center}
\end{frame}

\section{Adobe Acrobatics}\transwipe<1> 
\begin{frame}\transwipe<1>\frametitle{Adobe Acrobatics}

Let us discuss pdf and Adobe Reader and Adobe Acrobat Pro.
\pause There are also Acrobat Standard (less powerful than Pro) and Acrobat Pro Extended 9 (both Windows only).

\medskip
\pause Every time Adobe releases new versions of Acrobat and Reader it releases new PDF Reference and pdf specifications. \pause Current Adobe software comes with version 9 (Mac \& Windows) and pdf reference is 1.8. \pause If you open pdf file with text editor, the first line is 

\medskip
\%PDF-1.5

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{Messing up with PDF}

After PDF file is produced can one edit them? \pause Surely, if one has Acrobat, \pause especially with some of third party plug-ins, such as Enfocus PitStop, \pause
or instead of Acrobat at least some third-party tools, some free, some inexpensive.\ \pause Acrobat costs a lot, but educational license for it in our
Information Commons is cheap.

\medskip
\pause
Since it is not an Acrobat tutorial I mention only few things.
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \alert<1,2>{Changing Document properties}\ such as author, title, etc.
One should know that no matter how file is called, and what is the title or the author of the paper, PDF document has it is own data and it is either empty or weird.\pause\ Use \alert<2>{File $\blacktriangleright$ Document Properties} and select panel 
\alert<2>{Description}.

\pause
Using {\color{brown}$\backslash$hypersetup} in preamble of your \LaTeX\ source you can specify many properties of the final pdf file.
\pause

\item \alert<4>{Changing Document Security} is also in Document Properties. You can restrict what the reader with Acrobat can do with your document. You can set \alert<3>{passwords} of different levels.

\pause

\item You can also \alert{Sign} and \alert{Certify} your document.

\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

With Acrobat you can \alert<1>{modify document in many different ways}.

Further, with Acrobat 7 and above you can also  \alert<2>{enable  Adobe Reader 7  to do certain modifications with a given document and save them}. 

\begin{enumerate}

\item Select menu \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Typewriter $\blacktriangleright$ Enable Typewriter Tool \dots} and save this document. 
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menu \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Typewriter}. 

\pause
\item  Select menu \alert{Comments $\blacktriangleright$ Enable for Commenting and Analysis in Adobe Reader \dots} and save this document.
Opening it in  Adobe Reader 7 one will get new menus \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Comment \& Markup} and \alert{Tools $\blacktriangleright$ Measuring } (plus typywriter). 

\pause
\item Acrobat 8, 9 can do even more: Select menu \alert{Advanced $\blacktriangleright$ Enable Usage Rights in Adobe Reader} (in AA 8)
or 
 \alert{Advanced $\blacktriangleright$ Extend Feature in Adobe Reader} (in AA 9)
and save this document. Opening it in Adobe Reader 8, 9 and even 7 one can save filled forms (plus all above).

\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}


\begin{frame}\frametitle{Reading out loudly}
Adobe Reader can read loudly pdf files. \pause With Acrobat one can specify which part of the file should be read. \pause

Acrobat 8 and especially 9 are way better than 7.

\pause

\alert{ActualText} changes Copy buffer. One can set AR to read what is in this buffer instead of what is seen (say, Mister instead of Mr. or properly read some mathematical notations).

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{Digital bastards}

There are still floating around many ps files (produced by old dvips) which look well in gv (GhostView) \pause but converted to pdf with \alert{ps2pdf} or \alert{epstopdf} look awful and often lack text layer or it is completely scvrewed up. 

\medskip\pause One of the reason may be that pk (bitmap) fonts were used; \pause then one can fix ps files before conversion by \alert{pkfix}.

\medskip\pause Other files could be converted properly with Adobe Distiller (part of Acrobat distribution).


\end{frame}


\section{Paper derelicts}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{Paper derelicts}
\transwipe<1> \frametitle{Paper derelicts}
You have an old paper, \pause I mean \alert<2>{paper}, and you want to digitalize it. How?\pause

\begin{enumerate} 
\item You can \alert<3>{scan it into any graphics format}, like jpg and pdf;  Acrobat can do it for you, but it is better to use dedicated scanning software. 
\pause If your scanner has ADF (Automatic Document Feeder) you can batch scan 20--30 pages. \pause Correct setting of scanning parameters are \alert<5>{crucial}. 

\pause

\item But \alert<6>{after scanning} you can \alert<5>{clean} it, removing specles, many shadows, slightly turn pages laying them properly, crop pages. Acrobat can do it for you in different regimes.

\pause

\item Then you may \alert<7>{OCR} (OCR $=$ Optical Caracter Recognition) producing PDF file where text is a text while formulae remain as a graphics.  Acrobat can do it for you too.

\end{enumerate}

\end{frame}



\begin{frame}\frametitle{djvu}

However, there is another format similar to PDF, with lesser functionality, but giving smaller files.  It is called \alert<1>{djvu}.

\pause 
Look at my old book I digitalized
\begin{center}
\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/LNM1100.djvu}{\color{blue}{my old book in djvu format}} 
\end{center}
\pause
To browse this paper you need djvu plug-in or viewer. Get them for free from
\begin{center}
\href{http://www.lizardtech.com/}{\color{blue}http://www.lizardtech.com} (Mac, Windows)
\end{center}

\pause
or viewers but not plugins from

\begin{center}
\href{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}{\color{blue}http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}

\href{http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}{\color{blue}http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}  

(for many platforms, viewer is called \alert<4>{djview})

\end{center}

\pause

\alert{evince} could be compiled to serve as djvu and pdf viewer.

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

However  an encoder (also from LizardTech) is expensive and not for all platforms.

\pause Fortunately, \alert<2>{basic encoders  are free}. You can get them (or sources to compile) from

\begin{center}
\href{http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}{\color{blue}http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org}

\href{http://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}{\color{blue}hhttp://sourceforge.net/projects/djvu/}  

\end{center}

\pause
There is also \alert<3>{free online encoder with Latin-based OCR}

\begin{center}
\href{http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/}{\color{blue}http://any2djvu.djvuzone.org/} 
\end{center}
\pause\medskip
\begin{center}
\href{file:./TeX_Talk_4C.pdf}{\color{blue}\fbox{Third part of the talk}}
\end{center}

\end{frame}


\end{document}
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\begin{frame}
\transwipe \titlepage
\end{frame}

\section*{Table of Contents} 
\begin{frame}
\transwipe \frametitle{Table of Contents} 
\tableofcontents
\end{frame} 


\section{e-Talks}
\begin{frame}
\transwipe<1> \frametitle{e-Talks} 

I will talk about e-Talks based on pdf files and \LaTeX\ to generate them,\pause
\ leaving out of consideration 
\pause
\begin{itemize}[<+-| alert@+>] 
\item Apple Keynote (Mac OSX), 
\item Micro\$oft Power Point (Mac OSX and Windows)
\item Magic Point
{\color{blue}\href{http://member.wide.ad.jp/wg/mgp/}{http://member.wide.ad.jp/wg/mgp/}}
for X11 windows (Linux, Mac OSX, etc)
\end{itemize}
\pause
because they are platform oriented and two first are not free.
\end{frame}

\subsection{What are e-Talks?}
\begin{frame}
\transwipe<1>\frametitle{What are e-Talks?} 
e-Talks are talks which are supposed to be shown with the help of data-projector,\pause\ 
or at least seen in the full-screen mode.

\smallskip
\pause

e-Talks are different from e-Articles\pause\ and from slides made for overhead projectors\pause\  
because of completely different screen format\pause\ and because e-Talks provide much more opportunities than the latter.

\smallskip
\pause
One must remember however that most of data-projectors have either native 
$800\times 600$ (SVGA) or  $1024 \times 768$ (XGA) resolution,
\pause and thus the talk must be prepared using large and robust fonts.
\end{frame}

\subsection{Beamer \& Powerdot}
\begin{frame}
\transwipe<1>\frametitle{Beamer \& Powerdot}
Luckily \LaTeX\ special styles or classes take care of this.

\medskip
\pause

Currently far the most powerful and respected package is \alert{beamer}

\pause

and the second one (IMHO, on a large distance, is \alert{powerdot})

\medskip
\pause
 beamer has been installed on coxeter.

\medskip
\pause
Idea of both packages are Dynamic pages (\alert{frame} in beamer)\pause, consisting
from few \alert{slides}\pause, showing \alert{frame} in its development.

\medskip
\pause
In frames below command \alert{$\backslash$pause} separates different phases of the build-up.

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

\alert<1>{There are three clickable Navigation Panels} in the document produced by beamer (with beamertheme \alert{Copenhagen}):\pause
\begin{itemize}
\item \alert<2>{Top-left}, showing sections,\pause
\item \alert<3>{Top-right}, showing subsections inside of the given section\pause
\item \alert<4>{Bottom-right}, replacing AR navigation panel (which is not available in full-screen mode.)

%\makegrid

\only<2>{
\btx
 \begin{tikzpicture}
   \useasboundingbox (0,0) rectangle (\paperwidth,\paperheight);
{
     \draw[-triangle 60,line width=.08cm,color=red!60] (3,5.5) -- (4,8.2);
      \draw [line width=.08cm,color=red!60] (4,9) ellipse (80pt  and 16pt);}
 \end{tikzpicture}
\etx
}

\only<3>{
\btx
 \begin{tikzpicture}
   \useasboundingbox (0,0) rectangle (\paperwidth,\paperheight);
{
     \draw[-triangle 60,line width=.08cm,color=red!60] (3,4.8) -- (8.5,8.2);
      \draw [line width=.08cm,color=red!60] (9,9) ellipse (80pt  and 16pt);}
 \end{tikzpicture}
\etx
}

\only<4>{
\btx
 \begin{tikzpicture}
   \useasboundingbox (0,0) rectangle (\paperwidth,\paperheight);
{
     \draw[-triangle 60,line width=.08cm,color=red!60] (3,3.7) -- (9,1);
      \draw [line width=.08cm,color=red!60] (10.2,0.5) ellipse (70pt  and 8pt);}
 \end{tikzpicture}
\etx
}

\end{itemize}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Customizing beamer presentations}

Loading different 

\begin{itemize}

\item (main) themes, 

\item color (themes), 

\item font (themes), 

\item inner (themes) 

\item outer (themes) 

\end{itemize} 

one can produce very differently looking presentations.

\pause



\end{frame}


\subsection{Some Details}

\begin{frame}
\transdissolve<1>\transsplitverticalout<7>\frametitle{Truly Annoying}

{\color{red}Using too much} \pause {\color{green}co}{\color{blue}lors} \pause
{\color{brown}or/and} \pause {\color{yellow}transitions} \pause
{\color{red}you can really} \pause {\color{green}make} {\color{blue}your}
{\color{orange}talk}\pause

\begin{center}
{\color{red}\bf\Huge Truly Annoying!!!}
\end{center}

\end{frame}


\begin{frame}
\transwipe\frametitle{Further Details}

 
 beamer can generate \alert{handout} consisting only of final slides: \pause use
 
 {\color{brown}
 $\backslash$documentclass[handout]\{beamer\}
 }
 
 \bigskip
 \pause
 For further details

 \medskip
  \begin{center}
RTFM \pause = Read The Friendly Manual 

\end{center}
\pause
or look at my talk (will be given separately)

 \begin{center}
 \href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/TeX_Talk_3.php}{\color{blue}http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Research/preprints/TeX\_Talk\_3.php}
 
 \end{center}




\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{Remarks}

Beamer and other  dedicated \LaTeX\ packages automatically select robust fonts which is not the case with the other presentation software. \pause One of the reasons here is that good looking formulae could be produced only in \TeX.\pause However if such formulae are produced externally and then exported into M\$PP or Apple Keynote, \LaTeX\ usually does not know that the formulae are for on-screen presentation, and uses standard fonts, including mathitalic which is very fragile.

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
Microsoft Power\uncover<2->{less} Point has, however, a bunch of special problems:

\pause
\begin{itemize}
\item It does not understand that the background of equation is (by the default) transparent and imports it as white. As the result equations are surrounded by ugly white boxes (unless page background is aslso white).

\item LaTeX\ produced text is imported as graphics.

\item It does not understand vector graphics and translates it into bitmap, which poorly scales and rotates. As a result geometric objects (including straight lines) do not look right.

\item Mathematician should neither write papers using M\$ Word, nor make talks using M\$PP.

\end{itemize}

\end{frame}

\begin{frame}

One should be aware that because beamer loads many packages automatically and renews many commands, it is incompatible with certain packages, f.e. mathtools, 
enumitem, zref.

\end{frame}

\subsection{Conclusion}

\begin{frame}
\transwipe \frametitle{Conclusion} 
Let us summarize:\pause
\begin{itemize}[<+-| alert@+>] 
\item Combination Adobe Reader\footnote{or Adobe Acrobat if you have it} and
\LaTeX\ provides an excellent opportunity for e-Articles, e-Books, e-Talks;
\item To take a full advantage the reader should get the best possible software;
\item The author should spend some time making a proper electronic version of e-Article or e-Book;
\item e-Talk must be prepared as e-Talk from the very beginning.
\end{itemize}

\vfill

\begin{center}
\href{file:./TeX_Talk_4D.pdf}{\color{blue}\fbox{Fourth part of the talk}}
\end{center}
\end{frame}
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\begin{frame}
\transwipe \frametitle{Table of Contents} 
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\section{Mathematics on Web}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{htlatex}

How one can display mathematics on the Web? \pause Among many answers I pick up only few, answering another question: having .tex source how one can create web pages out of it? 

\pause

The reason is simple: mathematics is written normally in \TeX, and one should be able to reuse the .tex source.

\pause

\alert{htlatex} (aka \alert{\href{http://www.cse.ohio-state.edu/~gurari/TeX4ht/}{TeX4ht}}) is the answer. \pause While it is some part of \TeX\ distribution and uses \TeX, htlatex has its own binaries, \pause documentclasses, matching to those of \LaTeX, \pause and fonts.

\pause

In its standard use:

\smallskip
\%: \alert{htlatex foo}


\end{frame}


\begin{frame}


htlatex replaces most of the formulae by .png images, \pause first using \TeX\ to produce .dvi files, \pause then converting them to .ps files by dvips and \pause finally converting the latter to .png images using \alert{ImageMagick}.

\pause

One needs to have a contemporary version of ImageMagick since it needs to understand a command like

\smallskip
\%:  \alert{convert -trim +repage -density 110x110 -transparent '\#FFFFFF' zzfoo.ps foo8x.png}

\smallskip
\pause

Apart of binaries htlatex has many classes like article.4ht

\end{frame}


\begin{frame}\frametitle{Slidy}

There is more stanning presentation generated from my Talk\_5, \pause (partially) manually converted first to \alert<2>{powerdot} class (beamer is too difficult to implement) \pause and then run by a command

\smallskip
\%: \alert{htlatex Talk\_5 "xhtml"}

\smallskip
\pause and then powered by w3 development 
\alert{\href{http://www.w3.org/Talks/Tools/Slidy/}{Slidy}}:

\alert{\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Experimental/}{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Experimental/}}

\medskip\pause
Slidy is using Javascript.
\end{frame}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{jsMath}

Another way to display mathematical formulae on the web is via \alert{\href{http://www.math.union.edu/~dpvc/jsMath/welcome.html}{jsMath}} which works in two different ways: \pause it uses True Type \TeX-fonts if they are installed in the client computer; otherwise  it uses premaid high quality png images.

\pause
There is again my Talk\_5, from the same TeX-source \pause and the run by command

\smallskip
\%: \alert{htlatex foo "xhtml, jsmath" " -cmozhtf"}

\smallskip
\pause and then powered by jsMath and by Slidy (because it was a talk, otherwise one should use jsMath alone):

\alert{\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Experimental2/}{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Experimental2/}}

\end{frame}


\begin{frame}
\frametitle{MathMl}

Yet another way would be to use MathMl.

\pause
There is again my Talk\_5, from the same TeX-source \pause and the run by command

\smallskip
\%: \alert{mzlatex Talk\_5C "html,xht"}

\smallskip
\pause and then powered   by Slidy (because it was a talk, otherwise one should use MathMl alone):

\alert{\href{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Experimental3/}{http://www.math.toronto.edu/ivrii/Experimental3/}}

(mzlatex is a sidekick of htlatex)
\pause

However, in contrast to web presentations before, MathMl relies upon browser ability to parse MathMl (.xht files); most of the browsers do not parse MathMl  \pause and even those which do often parse it improperly. \pause I do not believe that MathMl is ready for a prime time.


\end{frame}




\section{Paper derelicts on Web}

\begin{frame}
\frametitle{books.google.com}

In Part II I discussed paper derelicts in djvu format. However there are different attempts.

\pause

Consider 

\centerline{\href{http://books.google.com}{\color{blue}{http://books.google.com}}}

\pause

It was done from the scan as well. However they make a lot of ``see what is not here'' errors: try to find \alert{iivrii} and get $\|\nabla R\|$. 
\end{frame}


\begin{frame}
\frametitle{amazon.com}




Consider 

\centerline{\href{http://amazon.com}{\color{blue}{http://amazon.com}}}

\pause\medskip

and find \alert{ivrii} here; select 

\medskip

\centerline{\href{http://www.amazon.com/Microlocal-Analysis-Asymptotics-Monographs-Mathematics/dp/3540627804/sr=1-1/qid=1164275717/ref=sr_1_1/002-5245574-5627225?ie=UTF8&s=books}{\color{blue}{Microlocal Analysis\dots}}}

\pause\medskip

which has \alert{Search Inside} indication. \pause This looks good: one can not only search  but according to Amazon even to make notes on-line  \pause Oops! They show only some pages. Complete access is only as a bonus to the customers who by the paper book and not free.

\pause I wanted to investigate with Springer - if I get my fair share of this. \pause
Apparently not.
\end{frame}

\section{Wiki}
\begin{frame}\frametitle{Wiki}

Different \alert{wiki}, in particular 

\medskip
\begin{center}
\href{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page}{\color{blue}{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/}}
\end{center}

became very popular. \pause Many of my colleagues use it for teaching and reseach communications. Since it my talk I feel free to point out my wiki for this year course


\medskip
\begin{center}
\href{http://weyl.math.toronto.edu/wiki1750}{\color{blue}{http://weyl.math.toronto.edu/wiki1750}}
\end{center}
but to show how it works let us consider last year class
\medskip
\begin{center}
\href{http://weyl.math.toronto.edu/jwiki}{\color{blue}{http://weyl.math.toronto.edu/jwiki}}
\end{center}


\end{frame}

\begin{frame}\frametitle{\TeX\ everywhere!}

One can see that mathematics allows limited number of \TeX\ commands and the formulae are transformed into png files like in htlatex in xhtml mode.

\pause\medskip
There are plenty of extensions for wiki, I use a few of them

\pause\medskip

There are (or at least appeared for a while) \TeX\ and \LaTeX\ parsers for bulletin boards and blogs

\begin{center}
\href{http://www.forkosh.com/mimetex.html}{\color{blue}http://www.forkosh.com/mimetex.html}
\end{center}
makes available \alert{mimetex} and its sucessor \alert{mathtex} with plugins 


\pause chatters, like \href{http://www.adiumx.com/}{\color{blue}Adium} for Mac OSX have \href{http://www.adiumxtras.com/index.php?a=xtras&xtra_id=5577}{\color{blue}\LaTeX\ plugin},

\pause 
\href{http://pidgin.im/}{\color{blue}Pidgin} (former Gaim) for Windows and Linux also has 
\href{http://sourceforge.net/projects/pidgin-latex/}{\color{blue}\LaTeX\ plugin}.

\pause
Neat Firefox extension <alert>GreaseMonkey</alert> powers
\href{http://thewe.net/tex/}{\color{blue}TeX\ the world}

\end{frame}




\frame{
\begin{center}
  \vbox{\vskip-10pt\rotatebox{35}{\textsf{\color{blue} \Ovalbox{\textbf{\Huge That's All!}}}}
  \pause\vskip-100pt
  \rotatebox{-35}{\textsf{\color{red} \Ovalbox{\textbf{\Huge The End}}}}
  }
\end{center}
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